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The Zetas talk about why there are Many Greys; why the Green Men are green; how there are Reptilians, aliens from
Orion, Praying Mantis, Cat People, Nordics, Pleiadeans, and Sirians meeting at the Council of Worlds; if there are
Human Lookalikes living among us and if the Burisch tales are true; how there is a wide Variety of Life Forms in the
Universe and how Size and Shape are determined; whether The Vedas are correctly describing some of them; whether
Skyfish and Rods are life forms; and whether there might be a Galactic Zoo someplace. The Zetas talk about which if
any of these alien life forms made Genetic Contributions to the Races Of Man; why the American Indian and
Australian Aboriginal are special; what constitutes the larger Family Of Man; and how the Moon Cities relate.
The Zetas talk about the Ultimate Agenda various alien groups hold; how aliens have come from Ancient Cultures;
why there are Cultured Aliens; how they and other Aliens Interact; what alien Social Structures are like; whether they
have Rituals or enjoy Music; what Sexual Variations there are; why many aliens seem to visit as a Triad; how they and
other visitors keep it all straight with a Sky Computer; how Alien Names are determined; whether there has ever been
life on Ancient Venus; whether there is a Star Language here on Earth; where the Men In Black come from; whether
Elves are extraterrestrial; whether Bigfoot exists and whether they and Dolphins have souls; whether the legend about
Vampires and the Mothman are true; and how there is Subterranean Life here on Earth. The Zetas talk about the many
Zeta Types and Zeta Knowledge and their Power Source; what Early Zeta was like; what constitutes Zeta Meals; how
they have a home on Earth in the Gobi Desert and live On Mars; and where in the Zeta Reticuli star system they come
from. The Zetas talk about what Zeta Schools are like; what the Zetas do for Entertainment and whether they have
Literature; whether the Zetas Got Religion or assign Zeta Roles by sex or have Zeta Marriages; and whether the Zetas
are under Reptilian Control or inclined to be Dictatorial or Unemotional.
The Zetas talk about the many myths surrounding our ancient visitors from the 12th Planet; whether they had Long
Life or were at the helm during the Birth of Man; why they were often labeled as Ancient Gods and whether they are
interested in Conquest; how these visitors built the Structures On Mars such as Tetrahedral Crystals but destroyed the
former Life on Mars; why these visitors built the Great Pyramids with its Secret Chamber and the Sphinx; how the
Chinese Pyramids are related; the source of Australian Artifacts; why these visitors often Went Native; how these
visitors had an effect on the ancient Mayan and Incan civilizations and the Dogon Tribe; and what kind of a Roller
Coaster Ride those on the 12th Planet experience during its periodic passage.
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ZetaTalk: Many Greys
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Grey. What does that mean? That the skin tone is gray, rather than green or blue or beige? Well, we've got news for
the human race. Most of the alien forms they will meet will be gray (or grey as some spell it). Of the some thousand or
more visitors to Earth, over half have been of a gray tone. Why is this? The color is what the eye can perceive. Do you
imagine that the human eye sees all? Your scientists will tell you this is not so, that your eyes see a very small
spectrum of what is to be seen. When the color of the skin before you cannot be seen by you, you register gray. It is
impossible to describe the color spectrum that humans are missing, as they would have no frame of reference. The
colors are new to humans. The rainbows we see have dozens of colors beyond the rainbows you see.
We, the Service-to-Others Zetas, have thus been lumped in with what appear to humans to be grays from Orion, even
though these aliens have pendulant noses, and we barely have noses; Reptilians, even though we are warm-blooded
and smooth skinned, and reptilians have scales; and other hominoids whose skin color is not pinkish or some other
dramatic color - in other words, where the aliens appear pale or colorless. There are literally hundreds of the latter
alien type. In fact, we, the Zetas, have been placed in the category of being the alien group involved on every
encounter that is not specifically Nordic, Pleiadean, or some alien life form that is so distinctly reptilian that it is green
and without hominoid limbs, such as the Dinos or a snake form.
As we, the Zetas, have a distinct body type, being so very thin in proportion to our head size, we should think that
humans would be able to differentiate. In actuality, the lack of differentiation is not due to the inability of contactees to
do so, it is due to the shrill propaganda placed against us. This will only increase as the populace gets increasingly
comfortable with the concept of being galactic humans. As it is we, the Zetas, they will be talking to in the main, those
who wish separation at all costs will step up the volume.
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ZetaTalk: Green Men
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Some aliens receive nutrients from basking in the Sun. This is true as some aliens, ourselves included, have to some
degree inserted the genetics of plants into our systems. We create chlorophyll in response to energy emitted from a
typical sun, and synthesize crude nutrients such as minerals and water into sugars. This all only goes so far, and in fact
only gives us what you would describe as a sugar high, a boost.
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Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

The term reptilian is too all-encompassing to be addressed singularly. There are many alien groups who would fit in
this category. We ourselves, the Zetas, have been described as lizards, where we do not have a genetic affinity for
what Earthlings know to be lizards at all. Our genetics are similar to humans, from the same base, and we are warmblooded.
Reptilian alien groups are somewhat cold-blooded, which does not relate to their orientation at all. There are coldhearted humans, who are warm-blooded, and there are warm-hearted reptilians, who are primarily cold-blooded.
Reptilian entities that humans may encounter may be Service-to-Others or Service-to-Self. However, as the reptilian
genetics allow for less empathy, or telepathic awareness of others, which the Service-to-Self orientation finds
distracting, reptilians most often are Service-to-Self. This is a choice in incarnation. The orientation dictates the
genetic nature of the incarnation choice, not the other way around, where the genetic nature dictates the orientation.
Thus, on sight, humans should not assume they are dealing with a Service-to-Self orientation when meeting a reptilian
alien.
There are numerous reptilians at work in the vicinity of Earth. Some of the forms are humanoid, with arms and hands
with fingers and opposable thumbs and legs and feet with toes, eyes forward on the face, rather than facing to the side,
and a bi-pedal stance. Others take the form of what you would call snakes, with some development of limbs in varying
numbers. Others have forms similar to lizards, and walk on four or more legs, their bodies too stiff to allow a stance.
These alien forms can rear up to perform functions, but essentially work at the floor level. Because this places them at
a disadvantage when meeting humans, they are not used by the Service-to-Self orientation in addressing humans, as
the Service-to-Self orientation uses intimidation to function.
A reptilian form familiar to humans is that termed by humans, Dino. Where not as large as the Earth's dinosaurs, this
reptilian looks like a miniature Tyrannosaurus Rex. This form is used by the Service-to- Self orientation in encounters
with humans, as intimidation is supported not only by the imposing form, which stands at least as tall as the average
human, but by educated humankind's awareness of the fierceness of a similar dinosaur in Earth's past.
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ZetaTalk: Orion
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

As with all groups, the aliens from Orion are of mixed orientations. There simply has not been a case where a planet
coming from 3rd Density has chosen only one orientation or the other. Orion was no different, and thus there are
entities from this constellation visiting Earth who are of both orientations. As we have stated earlier, when receiving a
visitation, one must look to The Call they have given and the behavior of the visitors. In this way one can determine
the orientation they are dealing with. Orion received bad press early on because of a much trumpeted visit to the
United States government. The pendulant noses of the entities from Orion are a signal identifier. This initial visit was
from an entity solidly in the Service-to-Self orientation, and henceforth any entities from Orion of the Service-toOthers orientation are having a rough go of it. They have taken to assuming duties that do not require contact with
humans, as overcoming the bad press otherwise consumes all their time.
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ZetaTalk: Praying Mantis
Note: written Sep 15, 1995.

An alien form early reported is the Praying Mantis - large, dark, and, to humans, insect like. They have no
physiological similarity to the insects of Earth, however, and in fact are a form of hominoid - mammalian. The Praying
Mantis are one of hundreds of alien groups involved in the Earth's Transformation, but they are few in number. They
possess remarkable telepathic abilities, surpassing that of ourselves, the Zetas. The Praying Mantis visiting Earth at this
time are all in the Service-to-Other orientation.
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ZetaTalk: Cat People
Note: written May 15, 1996.

Humans think of hominoids as bipedal and hairless - the naked ape. Hominoid forms evolve naturally on many worlds,
and just as the proto-hominoid on Earth was a hairy ape, the proto-hominoid elsewhere can take many forms. Due to
the genetic engineering that takes place, grafting genetics from existing hominoid stock, the hominoid visitors that
humans have encountered look similar to humans in the main, and thus have given the erroneous impression that this
is the hominoid form. The naked ape is but one variation of the hominoid form. What is termed the Praying Mantis is
a hominoid, and what many contactees take to be the insect forms of their visitors are almost invariably hominoid.
There are alien hominoids that look like monkeys or apes to humans and a variation on this form is a furry hominoid
humans take to be a bipedal cat.
Humans have whiskers, but not the stiff sensing kind that rodents and their pet cats and dogs possess, so seeing
whiskers on the delicate face of a fuzzy visitor has caused them to assume these visitors to be cat people. Get used to
it, Homo Sapiens, there are stranger hominoid forms yet!
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ZetaTalk: Nordics
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

The Nordics have less patience with humans than other alien groups, and expect humans to grow to the level of 4th
Density Service-to-Others before they will engage. They do have many takers, humans pure in heart who have little
conflict about their roles or who are in a position, in their incarnation on Earth, to function in this role. There the
Nordics work at a high level toward solving the Earth's problems, which are numerous and varied. The Nordics feel
they make best use of their efforts in this way, and their track record reflects this. There are no Service-to-Self Nordics
at work in the Earth's vicinity at the present time. The Nordics are named for their appearance, as they refused to
divulge their constellation of origin to their human contacts, deeming this to be an insignificant issue.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Pleiadeans
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Some Pleiadean genetics were utilized in humankind's past, during prior genetic engineering phases. The Pleiadeans
feel they are particularly adept at communicating the Service-to-Others philosophy to humans, due to these genetic
links, and have carved out this role for themselves. This is a worthy and time consuming task, and one which they
work at with great dedication. They are very active. They often touch people and communicate, being considered
greeters, and are very social. Unlike some visitors who are more practical and into infrastructure, for instance, and are
never heard from as far as social introductions but are in fact more influential, and are here in greater numbers. The
Pleiadeans are a tiny proportion of the total visitors at present, less that 1/2 of 1%.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Sirians
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Sirians are principally benign, or Service-to-Others. They have been involved, from time to time, in Earth's history,
and therefore take an interest in their handiwork. As with all alien groups, there are some members who are Serviceto-Self. These numbers are small in proportion to the membership choosing the Service-to-Others orientation.
Likewise with the Pleiadeans and Nordics.
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ZetaTalk: Human Lookalikes
Note: written Oct 15, 1996.

There are currently no alien visitors that would be taken as human by other humans. This myth was spread by
government disinformation agents early in MJ12's history, as a means of raising paranoia in the populace. The distrust
of aliens and their purported takeover agendas was to reach into every household, every family, and every bedroom.
You, too, may be married to an alien. Movies were produced that showed humans being snatched and clones put in
their place, and if not a replacement, then possessed by an alien soul or implanted with a control mechanism. All to
raise the level of paranoia so that citizens could be expected to turn in their friends and neighbors if they mentioned
having had contact with aliens. Of course, there are Star Children, who are souls from other worlds in human bodies,
and possession or walk-ins can and does occur, but all this is not new to human consciousness. Contrary to some of
the disinformation, there are no alien life forms living in human society, as human lookalikes or otherwise.
It is frequently mentioned that the Pleiadeans look very much like humans, as well as the Nordics and Sirians. Where
the similarities immediately impress humans having contact with these hominoids, there are differences that would
stand out should they simply set up housekeeping in the neighborhood. The eating habits would be the first to be
noticed, as where genetic engineering of hominoids has resulting in similar looking forms, the worlds the hominoids
had to adapt to differed greatly. Nordics eat little, having learned to adapt to lean times on their world. Faced with
what humans consider a meal, a Nordic would appear a picky eater. Just as the Men-In-Black are under stress when
exposed to the Sun's rays, hominoid life forms from dim suns such as ourselves have difficulty dealing with a midsized sun such as yours. This would be true of Pleiadeans as well as Nordics, who would not simply get sunburn, but
would develop symptoms of radiation poisoning as well.
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Lou Gentile Show
written during Oct 14, 2003 show

ZetaTalk: Dr. Dan Burisch
Dr. Burisch was a microbiologist from S4. He was working with the Zetas. The US Government know it as the JRod. This J-Rod had neurological damage to his system and the cells had been studied by Dr Burisch to develop
some type of a cure for this disease that we were expected to undergo ourselves. And the reason that J-Rod was a
guest of our government at S4 is that allegedly had come back in time to warn us that these cataclysms, these
catastrophes. This is confirmation to me that what [ZetaTalk] had been saying was true. And that by warning us,
they were hopefully going to receive our help in preparing us, genetically for the period of time after the cataclysms.
DonDepp

This is a partial truth. What has been relayed to you, what you have relayed to the audience on the radio
here, is factual. There was such a visitor, there was such information relayed, there was such genetic
research done, but this was not ourselves or our brethren in Service-to-Other. As we have relayed
extensively in ZetaTalk, the original contact prior to Roswell was not by Service-to-Other aliens but by
Service-to-Self, the Omnipotent Krill and the like. These aliens were the ones below ground in the
Southwest where the public is restricted, who did provide space ships and allow the US Military to attempt
to fly them, to attempt to reverse engineer but they never succeeded.
This business about a particular illness that will be prevalent after the cataclysm and a certain people who
will be inoculated that will survive smacks of elitism, does it not? This is not true. Illness is more
prevalent, increasing illness was one of the predictions that we made well prior to the year 2000 and has
been much on the increase. Common germs, or opportunistic germs outside of their normal environment.
Because of the stress and strain of the core swirling, the erratic weather and the double suns in the sky.
After the cataclysms things get even worse. There’s dirty water, a lack of proper food, a lack of proper
hygiene, depression, and most of the die-off that we have predicted comes not from injury or drowning
experienced during the pole shift itself, but afterwards, due to depression, malnutrition, and just a
willingness to let yourself go rather than subsist in the manner that life is presenting to you.
This is a true story, but it is a false story told by this alien. Another clue that this is a Service-to-Self alien
is the fact that it has a name. We do not assign names to ourselves. We don’t need them. We work
telepathically.

ZetaTalk: Density Shift
As we have described on the website in the Density section, this is a matter of increasing a vibrational level. In
order to shift to 4th Density, all atomic particles must be moving at a faster rate simultaneously. This on
occasion happens naturally, for instance in your Bermuda Triangle, under the stress of compression of particles
that are base particles. You are not even aware of what these base particles are. We have referred to them as tiny
matter in the Dark Matter discussion in the Science section of ZetaTalk, but there are filler particles that
surround all other particles, and this we get going under pressure which causes all other higher or more dense,
larger particles to begin vibrating faster due to the pressure, and it stays that way. There’s a different strata that’s
achieved, and likewise, the pressure is relieved, artificially relieved, a type of vacuum created, in order to move
back. This is a natural phenomena, that creatures of higher intelligence such as ourselves, evolved spirits, have
learned to manipulate, because higher densities allow the physical to be less heavy, less difficult to work with,
and the spiritual to have more sway with the body, as we have described in ZetaTalk.

ZetaTalk: Soulless Ones
This is perhaps a way of describing Service-to-Self entities. They strive not to be empathetic. This is not that
they lack a soul, they have a soul that has not matured past the infantile stage as far as the ability to share with
others. Intellectually they have grown, but emotionally they are not reaching out to others and including others
in the same importance of themselves. An infant thinks only of himself. Squalls when he is hungry, is angry
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when he can’t have his way, and as he grows, learns to care about others. Service-to-Self, no matter how
intelligent, have not allowed that portion of themselves to develop. They reach a point where they are stalemated
unless they begin to pull themselves whole and reach back and make up for this lack of development. A soulless
one, as described in this book, is one who does not interact and does not chose to. This is a description by
somebody who has met these visitors, given the Call to them , and found them to be of this ilk.

ZetaTalk: Alien Threat
The worst threat is buried within you. We are speaking here of mankind in general. Aliens cannot come down
upon you unless you wish it, so the worst would be somebody who is giving the Service-to-Self call, and by
doing so in interacting with Service-to-Self aliens, visitors, who are allowed to toy with this person who has
given this request for such counsel in many cruel ways. In the Service-to-Self social structure, there is no limit to
what one entity can do to another, for amusement, for retaliation. Sadistic, cruel treatment of one human being to
another would give you some idea of what’s allowed. They don’t have rules except that the most powerful rules
and wins, the rule of the strong. They have leveling wars where this is established. Humans who give the Call to
the Service-to-Self have put themselves in a situation where they are psychologically discussing matters, but
should they give in to the dominance that is present, and submit, basically, to the Service-to-Self aliens, other
steps can be taken. It can amount to physical abuse, but this is with the acquiescent or agreement of the human
who has given the Call. Therefore, the danger lies within YOU, and the limits to this are that if the person
requests it, and wants it, the visitor is allowed to deliver it. Thus, whether that be illness, physical disability, or
distress in their possessions and the way their life is progressing. So we would tell people to look to themselves,
and consider that the Service-to-Self orientation is immature, self limiting, and not the way to go at all. Begin to
care for others, and look around you as to how you might do this, and you will not meet with such situations.

ZetaTalk: Universe Administration
There is an administrative force in the Universe, in our portion of the Universe, and it is the one we are aware of
because as far as we have ranged we have not escaped or crossed over the line to where we are under a different
administration. These are wise and massive souls who are elected by a true electoral vote of all that they
administer and separate those in Service-to-Self from the Service-to-Other. Service-to-Other entities may at
times argue with each other, but this is benign argument as all have the common good in mind, and these issues
are brought to the Council of Worlds, to these wise and massive entities for discussion and resolution. Serviceto-Self, of course, savage each other brutally and are allowed to do so in leveling wars, but since we are Serviceto-Other, we have no personal experience with this and are unable to relay to you, but it is akin to a prison
colony atmosphere and you have to be hardened Service-to-Self to go there. Very, very few do. You have to
think of yourself 95% of the time, which is a criteria that very few entities achieve. So not having experienced
that, we cannot relate.

ZetaTalk: Group Names
There are so many worlds that evolve life, each with a different life form or a variation on a life form. As we
have said in the Density section of ZetaTalk, most are water planets or water creatures, next are reptilian, bird
forms, very few hominoid, some even insect forms, depending upon what the world can sustain. If we were to
put zeros on it, we would not even be able to run the numbers from you around the Sun and back, there are so
many worlds that evolve life. Therefore, it is not a single group, or the name that someone might assign to them.
Names that you have been told by contactees, or by people claiming to be contactees, of this or that group and
what they are like, are often totally fictional or don’t relate in reality to what’s really there. So it would be
pointless for us to try to sort out what name someone might be thinking relates to that entity. There is so much
disinformation out there as to what aliens are or how they operate.

ZetaTalk: Proof of Zetas
Nancy has presented a case for ZetaTalk that is immensely popular around the world, famous around the world,
in all countries, and has done so without any finances or promotional force behind her. The reason for this is the
nature of ZetaTalk, which is compelling and people find has the ring of truth. It pulls together explanation for
many phenomena and issues that they have wondered about, found to be discordinant, contradictory
explanations given in human society. ZetaTalk pulls it together. Therefore, these are aspects that are not being
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considered by those who state that Nancy has not been given any proof that the Zetas are real. This is evidence
that this is not Nancy. Earlier in ZetaTalk, this is the statement most often given, she has to be a team of people,
experts in the various sciences to come up with these explanations, they pull together, there is a cohesiveness,
and a single human could not do this. They found this to be proof that it was not Nancy but ourselves giving this
information. These days, she is under such attack, or people are so distressed at the message that they go into
screaming denial, that this is not much discussed. But if you will consider our words, you will find that we have
given her evidence of our existence, and she has relayed this to people.

ZetaTalk: Spiritual Evolution
Even in planets that have life forms such as a fish or jelly fish or octopus, have similar spiritual situations,
dominance by those that are immature and thinking of themselves and want control over their environment at all
costs, dominance, grabbing the goods, pushing others away. Therefore, even fish cultures evolve with rules and
struggles whether to share or not. We, the Zetas, indeed experienced this, many were war like and had those who
were Mother Theresa, caring for the least of us, fear overcoming during our Awakening process where we
actually murdered those who encountered visitors from other worlds out of fear. This is something that your
society is prone to do also, which is one reason that contactees record their visits only in their subconscious at
this time, to save them from this kind of abuse in their excitement over having had contact. So it is a phenomena
that is a similar theme, to all life forms and all evolving worlds. This is why you can have Star Children, souls
come from elsewhere in the Universe and incarnating into human bodies and feel comfortable and at home and
have a footing. There is of course some adjustment but there is so much commonality that they can function.

ZetaTalk: Zeta Disclosure Project
We didn’t call it by that name but there was suppression of awareness of the visitors that were coming. But not
having a subconscious and a conscious, we were not able to force contact to be only in the subconscious.
Therefore, those who went forward came back talking excitedly about their visits and were murdered. It was less
possible to have a cover-up with a Disclosure Project, more along the lines of punishment if you willingly went
forward for contact.
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ZetaTalk: Variety of Life Forms
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Our emissary, Nancy, will describe from her hypnotic recall some of the life forms she has been presented with.
Start Nancy's Recall
Greek God
Greek God was presented in the lineup of hominoids. He made Arnold Schwartzeneger look like a 97 pound
weakling. He was wearing a Roman legionnaire's outfit and was attractively proportioned. What a hunk! My
comment to him was, "No wonder they thought you were gods."
Chicken Man
Chicken Man was presented in the lineup of hominoids. He looked just like a flesh-colored chicken without
feathers, but upon close examination I saw there were toes on the feet and fingers on the end of wing-like arms.
There was no beak, just a pointed face. When I asked what his planet was like I was given a telepathic view of a
bleak rocky place. I was told this was a female who was hugging and protective of the next hominoid, a male.
Tiny Man
Tiny Man was presented in the lineup of hominoids. He stood about a foot tall, and was flesh colored with a
rounded head and short limbs. He seemed terribly shy, and when spoken to would titter and look at the floor.
Chicken Man did all the talking.
Horned Toad Man
Horned Toad Man was presented in the lineup of hominoids. He was less than 4 foot tall and wore clothing. His
skin was covered by large humped plates similar in appearance to the top of a turtle shell, but with more
flexibility. When asked, he explained that his home planet was a dry, rocky place. There were two of these, one
smaller than the other, but I failed to ask if they were from different planets or were different sexes.
Broom Stick Man
Broom Stick Man is the very tall and skinny alien from Close Encounters, the one with a small thin head. He
appeared to be in charge of presenting the hominoid lineup. He seemed responsible and sensitive to the varying
discomforts and expectations of the group.
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Little Green Man
Little Green Man was presented in the lineup of hominoids. He was less than 4 foot tall, had a round green face
but thin body, and had splayed fingers from a small round hand. He wore a plain blue outfit.

Slinky Man
Slinky Man was presented in the lineup of hominoids. He was short and appeared to have no neck, wrists, or
ankles - all was one round tubular shape like connected slinkies. He wore an outfit with a high collar and his hair
was clumped and still, black, standing straight up along the back of the head in peaks. I asked about his home
planet but received for an answer this movement. His right leg stretched out to twice its length and landed to the
side, then retracted and came back. He stretched like a slinky, without sign of bones inside. Persevering, I next
got the following motion. His head rose up on a stretching neck 2 feet above the shoulders. His neck didn't get
thin, all just rose up like a slinky.
Broom Stick Man explained telepathically that I had offended Slinky Man, because I hadn't bowed before
talking to him. I bowed deeply from the waist and begged his forgiveness, and got warm, happy vibes from
Slinky Man telepathically. I never did get my question answered. I asked the Zetas about him afterwards, and
they explained this race is from a 3rd Density planet, not mature as our planet is not mature. Where we are
violent, they get into a lot of posturing and political chits. The Zetas said "Very tiring."
Swamp Creature
Swamp Creature was presented later, after the presentations of hominoids, where the presentations were moving
to other variations of intelligent creatures. He looked like the Creature from the Black Lagoon except that he was
green, not black. A gentle giant, in and out of the water.
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Octopus Man
Octopus Man had a body and tentacles like an octopus. He was chocolate brown on the outside and cream
colored on the underside of the tentacles. I was delighted to find him very chatty. I asked what his home planet
was like and was telepathically shown a planet of water with only an occasional rock sticking out - very windy
above the water line and inhospitable where the water was warm and inviting. We shook hands at the end, hand
to tentacle. He had a special pink tentacle like a long earthworm that wrapped around my wrist, to improve
communications it seemed. I had no problem with that. It's not the life form, it's the vibes coming from the soul
within that matters.
Bean Bag Man
Introduction to this intelligent alien caused me to faint for the first time in my life. The Zetas dragged me to my
feet and the introduction proceeded. Bean Bag Man has 2 eyes in a broad round head, and a single mouth. Asked
what his home planet was like, I received a telepathic explanation of a green hothouse kind of place. Bean Bag
Man looked like a round green blob with no bones. When I asked what he ate, I got a telepathic view of a bug
like a beetle being crushed. I gave Bean Bag Man a telepathic view and explanation of our custom of shaking
hands, and he extended one of about fifty little claws that fringed around his waist. After a moments hesitation,
and I took and shook one of the claws.
I asked about technology, and didn't get anything back. He did not come for this visit on his own power. I asked
about housing and got a telepathic scene of Bean Bag Man sort of flowing along the ground toward a sheltered
place along an embankment. Saying goodby, Bean Bag Man moved away from me, flowing along by heaving
parts of his body forward or backward along the ground. Bean Bag Man was all green, except for his bottom
where he abutted the ground, and this was black. A pleasant fellow, meaning me no harm.
Cockroach Man
Cockroach Man emerged from a blue/green pool, where he had been floating face down. The pool appeared to
be thick with algae. His back was smooth and rounded like a turtle shell, with no sign of wings, and he was gray
all over. He stood erect on a rear set of legs, looking like a giant cockroach on the front with several sets of
leg/arms ending in two toe/fingers and with a couple of round eyes at the head. He was not particularly
communicative.
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Amoebae Man
Amoebae Man was light green and without form or distinction. He had no markings. He was on the floor, and
flowed parts of itself around my ankles so communication could occur. A picture of a rocky world where life
only occurs in the crevices was relayed to me. Amoebae man had to lay low to survive.

Vampire Man
Vampire Man looked like a hominoid flea. He stood 4 foot high with stubby little legs and arms and gray
leathery skin. The outstanding feature was 2 long, gray tusks coming down from his face about 4 inches apart.
My understanding was that this was the equivalent of our vultures, in that it eats the dead by sucking fluids from
a corpse. He seemed negative to me in that he wanted to intimidate, but like most bullies backed away when
really confronted. I grabbed a tusk and flipped him onto his back. Not being agile, it took him some minutes to
right himself, his stubby arms and legs flailing.
Dino Man
Dino Man looked like a small Tyrannosaurus Rex, but was no taller than a large man. He was dark green, with a
ridge down his back, and stood erect while leaning back on a large fat tail used for balance. The end of his tail
had a couple of pointed yellow barbs, which looked fluid filled and puffy. The mouth was lined with many teeth.
He was not a telepathic conversationalist except to insist that I was to obey him, a command he repeated several
times. When this was refused he opened his mouth to show all his teeth, leaning toward me. When he found he
could not intimidate me, he lost interest and turned his back.
End Nancy's Recall
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Note: written Aug 15, 1996. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Where intelligent life forms come from all possible stops on the evolution scale, they are fairly consistent in size. The
reason for this rule is simple - on the inevitable encounters, intimidation would be minimized. Thus whether a life
form is similar to an insect, fish, octopus, snake, lizard, monkey, bird, or hominoid they have all been genetically
engineered to be of the same approximate size.
Within these parameters there is great variation on other facets, however, as the life form must live on the world they
evolved on, and this cannot be ignored. Thus, on those worlds where the mass of the planet is such that gravity exerts a
great pull, the life form will evolve with enough strength in bone and muscle to move about. Thus the giant hominoids
from the 12th Planet are large, heavy boned, and strong in comparison to humans, as their planet exerts almost twice
as much gravity pull as the Earth. Thus we, the Zetas, are stronger than humans as our planets also had more mass and
resulting gravity pull. Where skinny, our bones are bolstered by wrap around ribs and joints that move in fewer
directions than human joints, thus preventing strain.
The evolution of a life form and the home planet determines to some degree where the life form can travel and work.
Beyond the obvious differences in ability to tolerate high radiation from a hot sun or the need to breath air or water or
the base chemistry of the DNA, there are issues of gravity tolerance. We, the Zetas who have chosen work on the
Earth's Transformation, cannot return to our home planets because the gravity would crush us. We have adapted to our
new environments. Likewise it is known to your scientists that long space voyages without the semblance of Earth's
gravitational field would doom your astronauts to a lifetime in space.
Beyond approximate size, the life form may be carnivorous or vegetarian or if the planet is lush with watery nutrients
even simply absorb nutrients through the skin as many single cell organisms do. They may have teeth or no teeth, eyes
or no eyes or multiple eyes, skin that is dry and tough or covered with slim or oil, bones as an interior or exterior
skeleton or no bones at all, able to generate their own sugars as do plants or be completely dependent upon food
located and eaten, breathing through lungs or gills or absorbing air or water components through the skin, covered with
feathers or fur or scales or without an outer garment. Life forms come in all shapes, and humans embracing the
Awakening should be mentally and emotionally prepared to encounter them. Bear in mind that they think of the human
form as strange, too.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Note: written May 15, 1996.

Ancient lore originating from the Persian Gulf describes with great accuracy interchanges that occurred between
humans and aliens and humans and the giant hominoids from the 12th Planet. This part of the world was literally
flooded with aliens from both the Service-to-Self and Service-to-Other orientations at times, due to the interference
with the Earth's balance that the large and aggressive giant hominoids were causing. Those in the Service-to-Self came
to promote this imbalance, which was leaning toward their orientation due to the fear and helplessness enslaved
humans were experiencing, and those in the Service- to-Other came to counter this trend. These battles eventually
resulted in the quarantine that was imposed by the Council of Worlds on the giant hominoids, who then left Earth.
During these battles aliens in the Service-to-Self and Service-to-Other orientation were engaged in a series of limited
engagements that in some cases included the potential for death or injury to the physical form these spirits were
incarnated into. To the humans watching this drama it seemed magical, fantastic, and much like contactees today, they
felt their stories unlikely to be believed. However, they energetically recorded everything they saw and heard, as unlike
contactees of today they were allowed to record these memories in their conscious. All visitations or chance
encounters prior to the Roswell crash were conscious, as the Earth had not yet formally voted on her future
orientation, her Transformation target orientation. Thus the Vedas record the classic battle between the Service-to-Self
and Service-to-Others, intelligent life forms of every shape and size, and various antigravity phenomena such as
levitation and hovering craft. All real, and the tale is as fascinating to humans today as it was in the past.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Skyfish and Rods
written Oct 22, 2006

I've just read first time about "skyfish" here
http://www.membrana.ru/ Sorry, it's in russian, but you can
see pictures of these creatures. Does they really exist? [and
from another] I found an English site:
http://paranormal.about.com/
We have mentioned that mankind only is aware of approximately
1/1000 of the subatomic particles that we, the Zetas, are aware of.
Many atoms form crystals, a fact mankind is aware of because he
has discovered diamonds and other crystals formed in nature. These
are crystaline structures that have, from mankind's standpoint, a permanent structure. They last. Crystals that are
ephemeral are not so well known. What mankind is discovering in rods and skyfish are these ephemeral crystals.
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ZetaTalk: Galactic Zoos
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Regarding zoos, whether the Zetas have assembled zoos of terrestrial animals and plants on our own or other worlds.
We have not sought to do this, nor would there be any purpose to such an activity. We came in contact with other
worlds after we were granted the right to travel to these worlds. Since we have means to protect ourselves, we can
insert ourselves into the natural habitat, as you say. Any zoologist will tell you that this is preferable, from a study
point of view. In addition, it is not humane to imprison life, sentient and intelligent or otherwise. This has never come
up for discussion, and none of our number has ever proposed this.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Genetic Contributions
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

The Nordics and Pleiadeans are considered human in appearance, but in fact it is the humans who are Nordic and
Pleidean in appearance, as they came first! The Nordics did indeed contribute to mankind's genetic background, as did
the Pleiadeans and many, many other alien races. The race we refer to as the Gods of Mount Olympus, and some input
from Reptilian races, early on, are notable contributors. Each made their mark on humans.
The Nordics are tall in stature and appear physically fit, the form many on Earth would describe as ideal. These
characteristics operate in humans more like recessive genes, however, and are not dominant.
The Pleiadeans have made a very significant contribution, and the gentle nature of many humans reflects this.
The slight build of much of mankind reflects the Pleiadean contribution.
The Zetas made periodic genetic contributions to the human form as it is known today. These were primarily in
the area of brain development, neurological branching and communication points. The specific genes for this
were extracted from our genetics, and inserted. There has been some speculation that the Asian races received a
contribution from us, because of their almond shaped eyes. Many hominoid races have slanted eyes, including
the Nordics, and the genes affecting eye placement were not among our contributions to the human races.
The Sirians have not made a genetic contribution, as there are several points of incompatibility between their
physical form and the human form. Their contribution would have caused as many problems as it solved, and
there were other sources for the contribution that were without this type of conflict. Were it not for this
incompatibility, they would have contributed, as the desire to participate was certainly there.
The hominoid race from the 12th Planet, whom we call the Gods of Mount Olympus aliens, are reflected in
humans who are almost brutish in appearance with the capacity for extreme muscular development. This race is
notable not only for their physique, but for their temper tantrums - a rage that burns steadily until the cause of
their anger is dissipated. Their wars are not settled at the negotiation table, ever.
The Reptilian ancestry is very well dispersed among humans, and is recognized most notably in the need for
structure and order in your life. Those humans who place the details of their daily life ahead of connecting with
others around them are expressing this genetic background.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Races of Man
Note: written Jul 15, 1995.

The six races of man have not all survived, but traces of their genetics can be seen in the other races. Originally, as a
result of numerous genetic engineering efforts, the six races were what we will term Northern White Man, African
Black Man, China Man, Indonesian Man, Gypsy Man, and Angola Man. Angola Man has not survived, passing early
and leaving no genetic mark.
Angola Man was not black at all, but pale to the point of being bluish. This color was due to the transparency of the
skin, which gave the oxygen depleted veins and capillaries on the surface dominance in setting the color tone.
However, this was scarcely noticeable, as Angola Man was literally covered with hair, fine, short, and laying flat. This
was not thick enough to be called fur, but should we have chosen to call the original races by their appearance, rather
than point of origin, we would have called him Fuzzy Man. Angola Man was the least aggressive of the six races, and
this is in no small degree why he passed early, leaving none of his genetic heritage in the vast billions that swarm the
surface of the earth today. Angola Man literally allowed an attacker to overtake him while making neither a move to
escape or to defend himself. He was eaten, regularly, until gone.
Indonesian Man in the pure form also died out, but through casual encounters with Gypsy Man merged into what we
will call Polynesian Man. The Australian Aborigines also can point to Indonesian Man for a large portion of their
genetic heritage, being, like the new Polynesian Man, a combination of Gypsy Man and Indonesian Man, with the
addition of some Black Man genes due to a highly promiscuous Black Man who traveled with a small band to that part
of the world. As an oddity, and tall in stature compared to their tallest warrior, he was treated as a god and given all
the women they could muster. He considered this a pleasant retirement.
Indonesian Man was short and stocky, with a rounded belly. He had a dominant forehead which protruded out over his
eye sockets, giving him the natural equivalent of shades. He was not swift, but moved in a ponderous manner, and thus
his demise. He could not run for safety or rescue others quickly, and his lack of agility and rounded shape prevented
him from taking to the trees or cliffs for safety. Indonesian Man had what we might describe as a stubborn rage that
when lit would not soon quell. Where he stood to fight, and won some, he was invariably bested by large predators. He
too was eaten, irregularly, until gone.
Gypsy Man, as the name implied, moved about. His descendants can be seen in India and the surrounding countries,
in the Arab countries, and, of course, in the Gypsies themselves. Gypsy Man was slight, and slid from confrontation, a
factor of his hominoid genetics as well as the root ape, which took to the trees to escape and confronted only when
escape was not possible. He learned to plot evasion rather than employ confrontation. This legacy can be seen today in
the Gypsies, who disappear in the night, the Arabs, who likewise fold their tents and slip away, and the Hindus, who
actively work at evading reality through meditation when they are forced to stick in one place and can find no escape.
The hominoid contribution to Gypsy Man was Pleiadean, so a gentle, nonconfrontational nature compounded the
desire to evade conflict. It is not by accident that Ghandi was able to sell the masses in India on passive resistance. It
came naturally to them.
Northern White Man first emerged in a climate that was not at that time cold, nor was it even in Europe or the
steppes of greater Russia. White Man evolved in the desserts of Africa, and migrated across the Mediterranean, which
in those days was not the water barrier it is today. White Man were few at first, a few hundred, and migrated in
different directions. Some took a loop south, along the southern edges of what is now the Mediterranean, which in
those days was a swamp, and then looped north and east. This band is seen in the large noble noses of the Turks,
Afghans, and Italians. The band that headed straight north is seen in those with light hair and fine features. However
all are from the same stock.
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Where White Man entered the world in temperate climes, bad weather descended during a subsequent pole shift and
survival became a game not easily won. Warm clothing needed to be constructed and fur bearing animals trapped or
hunted down with the least amount of effort. Survival required plotting and planning, and White Man found his stock
being shaped in this manner, so that the clever planner survived. This can be seen today in the descendants of White
Man, who are innovative and industrialized, and at the forefront of technology developments. Of the races that
survived, White Man had the hottest temper. Quick, flashy, but quickly cooled. The root ape for White Man defended
itself by a loud bluster, shrieking and hopping up and down. You've heard the expression, hopping mad, and this is
where it comes from. White Man, even today, blusters and bluffs more than he engages.
African Black Man also underwent a shock to his system, but not because of climate changes. During the pole shifts
the dice did not toss a pole into Africa, but the effects of winds and rain patterns brought dessert conditions. The
particular hominoid stock forming Black Man emerged from a portion of the Family of Man that relied on physical
skills and social harmony, and this was the legacy Black Man carried when the dessert descended, creeping over his
hunting lands until there was less and less to share. Black Man adapted by broadening his embrace to include more of
his fellows, and today you see this in the tradition of the extended family in most black communities.
Black Man's inheritance was a combination of a benevolent large ape which spent a good part of its time basking in
groups. Like the Elephant Seal, this ape had no natural enemies, so the population was held in check by surges in the
food supply. Sometimes plenty, sometimes dearth. No need to fight, as there was nothing to fight over. The hominoid
contribution created the capacity to plan, and did not detract from the ape tendency to social harmony. Larger family
circles translated to forced civility for longer periods. Black Man learned to employ violence when outside the family
circle, so this acted as a release for repressed rage not allowed to be expressed within the circle. Early Black Man was
shaped by those factors, so that those able to suppress their irritability until they could release away from home were
kept in the band, and the others expelled where they did not survive to reproduce. Black on black violence occurs, but
seldom inside the family circle.
China Man was developed to offset the ruthlessness of the inhabitants of the 12th Planet, who interbred with humans
during their mining operations. The Oriental is slight, and given to ponder and consider the feelings of many before
proceeding. It was foreseen that Earth's humanity would grow and eventually blend, as it has, so the ultimate Earthling
was the target, and China Man was engineered accordingly. The hominoid stock used to build China Man was from
those least likely to be impulsive, where deliberation brought rewards and had thus been selected for survival during
evolution. In addition, a different ape was chosen as the base, one with a placid nature, where the apes selected for the
other races did not have this quality at the fore. These qualities can be seen today in the descendants of China Man,
who consult with one another, proceed only when there is consensus, and succeed best at those endeavors that require
group dedication.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: American Indian
Note: written Jun 15, 1996.

A controversy exists on whether the American Indian migrated from what is now China or are themselves a distinct
hominoid race. Both origins are true. It is not by accident that the many tribes had such an advanced sense of
democracy that the US Constitution was based on their social formulas. Equality between the sexes, voting rights at
council, leadership that was based on earned respect rather than inherited title, and acceptance of social realities such
as divorce and out-of-wedlock babies where the parties were not punished for social mishaps often out of their control.
Isolated from much of the world, the American Indian can take credit for their social formulas, as any influences from
across the seas were autocratic at best, as history retells.
The American Indian bears the marks of shared genetics with Asians that crossed the land bridge to Alaska, but the
root race was much older and unique to the Americas. Unlike the six races of man, who were formed by genetically
engineering an ape of Earth, the American Indian was a transplanted hominoid who arrived far earlier. Why have their
bones not been found? The bones that have been found all bear the traces of the inbreeding that occurred when Asians
arrived. What is discovered from the prior race of transplanted hominoids is not recognized for what it is. This race
was slight in build, and is taken for monkey bones when found on the rare occasion that a cremation was not performed
- a death in the woods, on a hunt, with the body never found. And where the American Indian was originally a
transplant, through the considerable encounters with other races that all the races of man have experienced, the special
genetics of this transplant can no longer be discerned.
It is said of the American Indian that they have old souls, and not without basis. The transplanted hominoids were
incarnated with entities in an advanced stage of 3rd Density existence with many markings of a 4th Density Serviceto-Other social structure. Thus the democratic leanings, respect for nature, and awareness of journeys of the soul.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Note: recorded during the May 11, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session

The massive miles-long Maree Man carved into stone within hours by the Aborigines in Australia was not done simply
by these highly Service-to-Other tribes, but was assisted by aliens. The message? These beleaguered aboriginal, so
long mistreated by those in power in Australia, are larger than their prosecutors, and here's proof. It is a message to
those inflated egos in charge of politics in Australia, and those in England planning to migrate there, deserting their
countrymen in time of need. The message is, "Hey, you big men, with big heads, you're not so big! Look here, at the
simple aboriginal, we're the real big men."
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Note: written by Jul 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

The larger family of man is not what humans are used to thinking, where they generously include all the races in the
world. The larger family of man extends quite a way out into the Universe. There has been much channeled
information on this subject, of much interest to readers worldwide. In what way is this larger family related, and what
are the differences? There are, of course, more similarities than differences. The same could be said of the human
races on Earth, and even the different sexes. Line up all the characteristics, and the differences are less than a single
percentage point. But differences are what is noticed, so we will discuss differences.
Humans have been adapted for the Earth, which has characteristics different from other planets. The Earth has large
carnivorous animals, and without the ability to go into a blind rage in a final act of defense, troupes of early men
simply did not survive. In essence, a single early man, usually a dominant male, would take a stand against the
attacking animal while the rest ran for safety. In most cases the dominant male became a meal. In human societies
there often, for mating purposes, seem to be an excess of males, especially as some males seem to get all the women
they want. Historically, there was not an excess of males, as they got eliminated regularly. When the females in the
troupe crowded around the strongest, meanest, most touchy-tempered male in the troupe, it was with great foresight.
This was the guy that was going to take the hit for them, when push came to shove.
Other worlds have been more benign, and the hominoid developed there more placid. Pleiadeans and Lyrans have this
placid temperament, and some humans carry these traits as a result of their genetic contributions.
Yet other worlds have presented environments even more hostile than the Earth, and the hominoids placed there
adapted accordingly. The Sirians are such a race of hominoids, as well as the hominoids from the 12th Planet. What
was the hostility they faced? On Sirian worlds, and there are a number of home planets for this race, there is a scarcity
of food in proportion to the number of Sirians. Unlike the Earth, which has large carnivores, on Sirian worlds, there
was not steady elimination of their number, and their population exploded. As a result, the surviving Sirians were war
like, acquisitive, and dominant. The others starved to death. On the 12th Planet, there was a similar situation, as this
planet has a long journey away from the Sun, and though it expends its own energy such that it has a faint glow as it
travels through the darkness of space, the vegetation does not grow abundantly. One of their plants is a stimulant for
them, like a growth hormone, and those who acquired this plant were stronger and more vital. War, to the point of
eliminating the opponent, is the rule on the 12th Planet.
Intellectual development has likewise followed a path compliant with the environment hominoids were perforce living
in. The Nordics are intellectual to the exclusion of other activities, and for good reason. Their planet presented a world
without large carnivores to defend against, but where the production of food required cooperation and careful planning.
Thus the traits of mental acuity and cooperation rather than independence led to survival. They as a consequence work
closely together, and discuss issues to the point that other hominoids find ridiculously worrisome. The Pleiadeans and
Lyrans required the least mental activity to survive, and are not known as mental giants accordingly. We, the Zetas,
also developed our impressive mental capacities due to our environment, where on our worlds there was dim light and
scarce resources as food, but fighting among ourselves for the resources was not enough. We had to devise ways to
enhance the food source, and collaborate on this as well.
In other matters, such as sex life and longevity, there is not as much difference between the hominoid races as one
would think. There are slight variations. Where a race moves into 4th Density, longevity increases naturally, as the
spirit carries more weight, literally, in proportion to the body and thus has greater influence. The sex drive in humans
tends to have more variability than in the other hominoid races, with some humans not thinking about sex at all, and
others obsessed. Our sexuality was strong also, but homogeneously so, as is the sex drive of the inhabitants of the 12th
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Planet. The placid Pleiadeans and Lyrans find sex hot only when no one is objecting, as in the happy marriage where
all the in-laws are enthusiastic and all friends approve. Where there is objection, they abstain, and without great pain.
They can put sex on the shelf.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Note: written Dec 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Despite NASA denials, all the Structures on the Moon are not natural, nor are they man-made. The Moon, so close to
Earth yet clear of the Earth's congested surface and atmosphere, has been used by many alien groups, and for many
reasons. Currently it is a home for those in the Service-to-Self, who reside there in 3rd Density. However, their home
is not what has humans talking, as they are placed on what is called the dark side of the Moon, never visible from
Earth. During the era when the hominoid visitors from the 12th Planet were running mining operations on the Earth,
primarily for gold, they used the Moon as a communication outpost, as it was free of cloud cover and allowed for a
more precise aim through space. The Moon was thus a booster, magnifying signals sent from Earth and sending a clear
strong signal into space. These communications went to their mining operations on Mars, but primarily to their home
planet when it drew near, as the opportunity for contact with home was not to be missed.
However, earlier still the Moon was used as an outpost by groups conducting genetic engineering operations on Earth,
as many of these groups found the Earth to be a virtual swamp of life - murky, unpredictable, crawling with bugs and
germs, and subject to erratic weather extremes. Their scientists had their specimens brought to the lab for detail work,
and returned the fertilized ova for implantation. To these aliens, the shuttle to Earth was insignificant, where the
controlled environment of their Moon cities was a relief. Thus, the structures seen on the Moon are ancient, and are a
combination of the shards of Moon cities from genetic engineering operations and the shards of communication
crystals - abandoned and idle but causing quite a stir among humans these days.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Ultimate Agenda
Note: written May 15, 1996.

Contrary to what writers of mystery novels and the standard cops and robbers scripts present, motives are as varied as
the individual. Human lore portrays murder for vengeance, for sport, for power or money, but seldom if ever portrays
murder for desensitization or simply to attain peace and quiet. Most murders, few of which are ever solved, are
committed by those solidly in the Service-to-Self or moving in that direction. They understand they will be living with
their own kind in the future, segregated by orientation, and that the more ruthless will rule those who hesitate. Many
murders are also committed simply to rid oneself of a temporary annoyance - the loud mouth at the bar, the aggressive
driver weaving in and out of traffic, or the demanding shopper never pleased with what the clerk brings forth. Motives
are complex.
What can be said about ultimate alien agendas is that they can be cleanly divided by orientation. Those in the Serviceto-Self may promise creature comforts but their ultimate agenda closely resembles bondage. Those in the Service-toOther may tell their contactees hard facts about the coming Earth cataclysms but the ultimate agenda is empowerment
of the individual and safe passage. Is this not the case in human society? Are the parents who insist that their
youngsters do their homework and get a good night's sleep being cruel or caring? The ultimate alien prize is the human
soul, which will incarnate in this or that orientation repeatedly.
For those in the Service-to-Self, these new recruits are expected to start at the bottom, lifting those already
established, those who will stand above them, to a loftier level. Those recruited into the Service-to-Self will be
hauled off to other worlds, in some cases while still in human form else in spirit form to incarnate into a babe in
one of the baby warehouses that all youngsters in the Service-to-Self are housed in. The ultimate agenda is not
to secure the human body, which will inevitably die, it is to secure the soul, the spirit entity that lives without
dying.
For those in the Service-to-Others the soul is the focus of their efforts, not the prize. Those in the Service-toOthers empower, not enslave, each other. If anything, Service-to-Other aliens could anticipate more work for
themselves as a result of new recruits, as junior members would require more training, more encouragement, and
would be the least reliable on any team, burdening their other teammates. Those aliens in the Service-to-Other
who are visiting Earth have lifted their eyes to the farther horizon, and like your Peace Corps, are here to help.
Ultimately, this makes for a better neighborhood, so this effort is not entirely without self interest.
As ourselves, the Zetas, will be incarnating on Earth as the Transformation progresses, we have a particular interest in
seeing the Earth and her people evolve, rather than be despoiled. You have a beautiful world, a glorious world, and are
spewing poisons into it and decimating species with no thought of tomorrow. Preserving Earth for the future is most
definitely one of the Zeta agendas.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Ancient Cultures
Note: written Jul 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

We, the Zetas, are sometimes referred to as one of the oldest alien races visiting Earth, but in terms of age compared
to most, we are in our youth. The Zeta form, and culture, has been around 8.5 times longer than man, here on earth,
which makes Earthlings mere toddlers. We are older than the Pleiadeans, in their present form, but the Nordics predate
us.
What determines how long a race survives, essentially unchanged in form and retaining the same culture? Many
things, but of primary importance is how well the genetically engineered form is adapted to its environment. A poor
adaptation almost begs for change, and change comes, either by the sickening and extinction of the race or by
intervention in the form of supplemental genetic engineering. Of secondary importance is the complexity of the
culture. With cultures, simple is not best. Like complex genetics that allow an organism many possible responses to a
situation, cultures require depth to survive. A soldier given only two alternative actions is likely to end up dead, when
sent into battle, but one allowed to rely on his own resources will survive. We are speaking here of freedoms, so that
the culture can adapt over time, moving in new directions. Rigid cultures do not survive.
Has the Zeta culture changed over time? Most certainly. We were once more war prone, rising to the slightest
challenge and letting nothing slide. In this regard, this is the one characteristic of the giant hominoids who inhabit the
12th Planet that is most like our ancient selves. The remnants of this culture can be seen within us, as even today we
do not, as you say, roll over easy. We defend ourselves, some would say vigorously. Our culture has moved over its
life, steadfastly in the direction of supporting scientific research, as this is a pastime we all enjoy immensely. Some
cultures, as the Pleiadeans, have always placed a strong value on social functions, giving them priority over almost all
activities. As this is something they enjoy immensely this has, if anything, grown in importance for them as time went
on. Consequently, the Pleiadeans frequently act as greeters for new galactic citizens, and are here on Earth acting in
this capacity now.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Cultured Aliens
Note: written May 15, 1996.

What humans variously describe as culture covers a magnitude of aspects - dress, posture, language, knowledge of
significant or trivial details, and awareness of color and sound. In general, culture in a human society is deemed to be
the summation of tradition, and in particular the traditions of the idle and privileged upper classes who have time to
spend on such matters. Do alien cultures reveal what the alien group holds dear - their intellectual pursuits, their
regard for one another, or their escape mechanisms? Most certainly, just as human cultures are revealing.
Rigid human societies reflect the rigidities in their culture, which limit innovative art or music and prize regimented
expression in the traditional mode. Primitive human societies reflect their mean and impoverished existence by a
simplistic culture, with overtones of grief and despondency in their music and the distraction of bright colors in their
artwork. Where daring and physical skill are valued the culture will reflect this by ritualizing feats, such as the rodeos
in the American west. Cultures also reflect a society's fears, where the stories told again and again are doing far more
than simply entertaining, they are acting as a catharsis. Threats in the form of large carnivores or violent weather are
overcome, but sometimes at the self-sacrifice of a hero. Here the catharsis includes relief at the outcome but also a
sense of grief, allowing the audience a safety valve for personal grief. Thus in human societies the culture may include
many such opportunities, the choice of entertainment driven by inexpressible emotions which need an outlet.
Alien cultures, likewise, reflect their social order and physical environment. An intelligent life form on a water planet
may find a water dance that incorporates motions reminiscent of self defense maneuvers during strong tides, finding a
catharsis in reliving and resolving the anxieties this situation presents for them. An intelligent life form that can take
flight and is devastated when unable to do so may incorporate entertainment that includes a flightless member being
protected or sheltered in some manner by the others in the flock. Is this then entertainment, or a reflection of the life
circumstances? Hominoid cultures regularly reflect the various emotions engendered by their dexterous ability to
manipulate their circumstances. Mystery novels replete with motives and clues, all possible for hominoids who can
manipulate their environments in intricate and varied ways. Likewise, all hominoid cultures reflect their highly
interactive social structure, with the many opportunities to rescue and/or defend or, alternatively, desert and/or savage,
their fellows.
Are the alien visitors to Earth cultured? Most certainly, as where there is intelligent life circumstances will be reflected
in a culture. All intelligent life is thus cultured.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Alien Interactions
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

With those groups who operate in the Service-to-Others orientation we, the Zetas, are in close, daily, if not momentary
coordination. The nature of our interaction is primarily coordination. We don't typically work hand-in-hand, and the
reason for that is that this does not make the best use of either our skills or our organizations. Recall that Service-toOthers groups become very tightly interwoven mentally, with much telepathic communication. An elite corps in the
military trains and becomes proficient in part because they know each other and their normal operating procedure so
well. Just so, groups operating in the Service-to-Others find this has happened to them, also. We are able to anticipate
what the others in the group are going to need, and be there for them even before they express this need. This would
not happen as readily with strangers. Therefore, we are all most efficient if we work in our familiar groups. There is
much work to be done, and as the saying goes, we could clone ourselves. Of course, we do clone ourselves, but it is
not just more bodies that are needed, but more of what fills them.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Social Structure
Note: written May 15, 1996.

In any group in the Service-to-Other orientation there are leaders and followers, as for a great number of reasons no
two entities are evenly balanced in their capabilities at any given point in time. One may be a leader in one instance,
yet a follower in another. One may appear to be a follower but by their counsel and support in fact be quietly leading.
All these scenarios are familiar to humans, who know that titles can be misleading and relationships complex. But
humans are accustomed to these subtleties taking second place to titles, as without titles and the responsibilities and
authority that accompany titles, how are strangers to know how to relate? Given an everyday situation, where a water
main has burst, how to handle this unless one can call the city water department and, if need be, demand to speak to
the superintendent. In Service-to-Other groups in 4th Density or above, telepathy or soul-to-soul communication
replaces what humans see as the only means of reaching the person responsible for fixing broken water mains. Without
a phone book, a title, a name, and an organization chart - humans would not know who to contact.
In Service-to-Other groups, where an entity has volunteered and others have pledged their support, all are aware of
who to contact and, in fact, there is no need to pick up the phone. Thus, titles or a formal social structure is not only
unnecessary, it would inhibit the free flow of adaptation to changing circumstances. Therefore, we dispense with them.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Rituals
Note: written May 15, 1996.

Rituals comfort, as they are formalized routines and have predictable results. In an uncertain world, life often follows
such routines simply because of the comfort predictability brings. Change, even change for the better, brings anxiety.
Thus the lowly crab may pause before entering a dark crevasse in a rock, routinely, finding that this extra moment to
scan the path ahead comforts.
Done repeatedly, a routine becomes ritualized. Humans speak of rituals in the context of religion, as religious rituals,
but their lives are fairly riddled with rituals that occur daily, weekly, or in any case frequently. Start with the morning
routine. Why should the newspaper be read routinely over coffee and not at other times during the day? Someone used
to this ritual finds a morning cup of coffee without the news lacking, feels uncomfortable, and may even dress and
leave the house in order to buy a paper so the ritual will be complete. Males are expected to open doors for females, a
rule established due to the expectation that the woman may be with child, or have an infant in her arms, but this
routine is frequently ritualized so that a burdened male will put down his parcels to open the door for a free handed
and hale female.
Rituals may start as routines, but become rituals when they become absolute rules. Where the ritual is self imposed, as
in obsessive compulsive behavior, any argument over the nature and necessity for the ritual is with oneself. Religious
rituals develop to assist the religious elite in maintaining control over their flocks. There can be no encroachment of
the rules, as first a ritual must be broken. Controlling rituals are very much in use within Service-to-Self alien groups,
so much so that almost every motion is within some ritualized behavior. One might imagine that such an activity as
piloting a space ship would be procedurized, but unlike what humans might expect, an alien pilot in the Service-toSelf orientation may not break the routine, even for good cause. To change the ritualized behavior would be stepping
outside of the control of the overlords, who would rather lose a ship than lose control.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Music
Note: written Jun 15, 1996.

Life is rhythm, from the surging and regularity of heart beats to the repetitive swishing motion of a traveling snake or
the vibration of beating wings in flight. Living things take comfort in rhythm, as in this they find a reassurance that
life is as it should be. Catastrophes have irregular rhythm, the thump of a falling object or the steady screech of tearing
rock or roots as a tree uproots. Beyond rhythm, harmonies exist in nature, in life itself. Breathing and heartbeats are
syncopated, the balancing swing of limbs on animals in motion forms a syncopation to pounding hoofs or paws, and
even the surging blood carries a syncopation in the thub-dub of the heart valves. Harmony, which mankind takes to be
tones, is nothing more than vibration frequencies, either in syncopation with each other or clashing. Clashing is
distressful, and syncopation soothing, so music that combines the two is found to be relaxing. First the clash, then the
syncopation, so in the end comes the resolution that life finds soothing. All life thus has music, on all worlds, though
the tones might not be those humans can hear.
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ZetaTalk: Sexual Variations
Note: written Oct 15, 1996.

Bisexuality is the most common form of sexuality in the Universe, emerging due to the obvious - if one wants to form
a new genetic entity from various DNA samples, mixing two DNA samples together will do it. In fact, any life form
that does not combine into new variations will die out, unable to withstand the environmental variables that it sooner or
later encounters. Inbred gene pools likewise are susceptible to disease or heritable diseases, as zoo keepers are acutely
aware. This ability of the mixing gene pool to survive is the reason that DNA most often has two strands. Those life
forms that had but a single strand did not survive to reproduce, and life forms with more than two strands were prone
to genetic flaws during the parting and re-merging phase of conception. Thus bisexuality is the most common form,
followed by the ability of the life form to clone itself.
The Earth is an example of the great number of sexual variations that can emerge. But whether the new offspring is the
result of an intense and devoted coupling, pairing for life, or a casual encounter where insects swarm or fish mingle
their deposit on the bottom of the pond, the process is the same - two DNA halves meeting to make a whole. How the
life form arranges that varies, on Earth, from egg and sperm external to the body as in fish eggs to internal until fully
formed as with most mammals, from singular to mass numbers of offspring during each mating depending on the
survival chances, from resulting from a distinct coupling to resulting from a promiscuous arrangement such as whales
often engage in to multiply the chance of conception. The Earth has a number of life forms, such as earthworms, that
can clone themselves when opportunities for bisexuality do not arise. Thus, the additional variations that the Universe
would present to man would not be that surprising. Size, shape, longevity of the coupling, and timing of mating or
frequency of the routine are factors related to what the life form found was most successful during its evolution.
The frequently seen sexual characteristic of male bulk versus female delicacy, so common in mammals on Earth, is not
the most common arrangement throughout the Universe. Large males have emerged on Earth due to their tendency to
win the right to mate with the available females, thus passing their genes along. Many of your insects have the female
huge, such as the queen bee, her size reflecting her focused vocation. Size of the male matters not as mating is done
once, as a result of a swarm. Throughout the Universe, the most common size and shape arrangement is a similar size,
due to the fact that most life forms are from water planets and conception occurs outside the body. Where life is
carried inside the body, the female form reflects this. The extremes of this vary from birth when barely formed, as
with your Kangaroos, to birth when fully formed, as with most of your mammals.
Male strength and aggression versus female composure, common in life forms that have emerged on Earth, are not the
only arrangement that mankind is aware of. Some insects, such as the Praying Mantis have the female massive and
aggressive with the male small enough to become a snack for the female after the mating, which usually occurs. Land
creatures on Earth have emerged with the males aggressive and the females passive due in part to the number of
carnivores on Earth. Males who exploded with rage when their territory was challenged and with great strength and
resolve during the battle protected the females they had impregnated from becoming a meal, and thus passed their
genes along. Throughout the Universe, aggression differences in the sexes most often tips towards the female being
more aggressive, as she must snatch all available food for the eggs or young she is about to produce.
On Earth, mating frequency is most often related to seasons, the young making the mad scramble to attain enough size
to survive during the warm summer months. In life forms where the young are eliminated, frequency is almost
constant, as with humans where the young are hairless and immobile. In other parts of the Universe, or on other
planets with longer orbits, seasons would either not be a factor or long hibernation of the life form might ensue. There
are life forms in the Universe that have sex only once, on average, during their life time and then produce a large
number of offspring. On a planet with harsh living conditions, where tender young life had a narrow window of time
in which to scramble toward adulthood, mating and rearing young becomes an intense focus, where all members of the
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life form do little else.
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ZetaTalk: Triads
Note: written Jul 15, 1996.

Aliens are often reported in groups of three, a triad, and this relationship is even observed during visits from entities in
light form. The triad is not a magical formation, it is a practical arrangement. Human affairs on Earth are seldom
outside of the influence of procedures and directives, and then only for a brief period of time. Thus, as they will be
held accountable for their actions shortly, they follow the procedures. If mother instructs the child not to talk to
strangers and not to cross the street, these guidelines cover most situations the child will encounter while out playing in
the yard. The soldier in the trenches, the salesman out on the road, the biologist deep in the jungles - all can rely on
their procedures to cover most situations. On the rare occasion where procedures don't apply, policy is used as a guide,
which is only procedures made general. Mother's instructions are a policy not to engage in conversation with outsiders,
so if the neighbor gets too friendly, the child backs away from this conversation too.
Out and about in the Universe, higher entities find themselves in situations that are totally unfamiliar and unexpected.
There are no procedures or even general policy that can apply. An example that humans could relate to would be a
setting where one's physical body merges with another's - the two becoming physically one. How does one go about
their day? Are conferences between the two entities incarnating this joint body occurring at every point, every beat of
the heart, or do they divide up the territory? What occurs where a difference of opinion arises? Another situation
humans could relate to would be size differences, where an entity is incarnated into something many times larger or
smaller than the physical body of another, with the smaller entities finding themselves on occasion inside the larger.
What rules apply? Beyond social interactions in strange social settings, strange physical setting are also encountered.
Humans are used to terra firma under their feet, but how might they go about their day in a nebula setting, where
nothing is firm and all is swirling constantly.
Triads give the venturing entities a means of quickly making decisions during their ventures. The tie is broken. Either
all agree or two of the three agree or two of the three disagree with the third. The issue is instantly settled.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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Zetatalk: Sky Computer
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

We, the Service-to-Other Zetas, utilize a computer which communicates to ourselves and is receptive to our thoughts.
This computer is tapped by others, besides ourselves, too, as our brethren so access it. The computer technology would
not be understood by your Earth scientists, who expect computers to operate by electrical pathways, carried by metal
wires or glass fibers, carried or held in various media that are inorganic. Our computers utilize organic materials. This
does not make them robots, nor sentient. You also use organic materials, in your shoes, your belts, your shirts, your
salad bowls, etc.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Alien Names
Note: written May 15, 1996.

Human society, which communicates with gestures, modulated grunts, and symbols, finds they must put a name to
things in order to organize and catalog their world. The babe points his finger, says what becomes the word for mother
because it is usually the first uttered by the babe, and later learns the written symbols that describe his early caretaker mama, mother, madre, or whatever. Everything has a name, else things could not be discussed. Thus when dealing
with the alien issue, assigning names is the first order. All of these names have consonants and vowels and sound
suspiciously like something that would come our of human mouths. Human society finds names necessary because of
the lack of telepathy. Thus aliens are assigned names based on their constellation of origin or their appearance - Zeta,
Pleiadean, Nordic, or Dino.
Most worlds evolve creatures that don't have mouths that shape consonants and vowels like human mouths. Most are
water worlds, and they don't have speech at all. They may vibrate, just as whales hum over long distances. Of the
worlds that are other than water worlds, the majority are reptilian. Reptiles hiss, and spit, they don't pronounce vowels
and consonants. Aliens, who communicate telepathically, have no need for names that can be communicated in written
symbols. This is because a telepathic communication is rich, and conveys the group the alien is associated with, intent,
age and physical makeup, and any other nuance the other party in the conversation may be interested in. A name is
simply unnecessary.
Aliens in Service-to-Self groups, who avoid telepathy due to the distraction from their self focus that the empathy
associated with telepathy brings, do utilize names. However, the names Service-to-Self aliens give as their names to
their human contacts have scarce resemblance to their real names. Humans are given names that can be spoken or
written, or would have a desired effect. The Omnipotent Krlll, for instance, who chose his name because it sounded
like a growl and the human word kill. Why would an alien have a name full of human vowels, when their mode of
communication is not guttural or ever vocal? All part of the Service-to-Self contactee game - make up a name. Most
alien names bantered about in human society are invented by humans, however, and that is a human game.
Service-to-Other aliens channeling to humans will assume a name to get past the issue of a name. We are perpetually
asked our individual names, and Nancy is perpetually asked if she knows or is aware of this or that entity supposedly
being validly channeled. Humans, being unable to sort out who is saying what without names, cannot conceive of an
environment where names are not necessary. Thus, well planned and executed channelings, such as the Book of Ra,
insert a name that would be accepted as prestigious, known, and non-threatening.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Ancient Venus
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Regarding Venus, we, the Zetas have never lived there, nor have any species for some time. Venus was habitable prior
to the Earth even having an atmosphere, to give you a time sense. We, the Zetas, were not visiting your Solar system
at that time, nor were we in fact even in existence at that time.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Star Language
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Regarding the origin of the various human languages spoken here on Earth, the hundreds of languages lost over time,
and the dozens now spoken, and whether any of these languages came from the stars. None of the languages now
spoken is from the stars. There are some which grew, over time, from the hominoids visiting from the 12th Planet, but
these would not relate to the ancient Sumerian or Vedic languages often assumed to have a relationship to the language
of the visitors. The language spoken by these large, human like, aliens is very guttural, and would sound like a series
of grunts to mankind, were you to hear this. Where the Pleiadeans and Nordics, among others, can communicate
vocally in a manner that humans can hear, their languages do not have a corollary on Earth.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Men in Black
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

The Men in Black have received a lot of press as their visits are in the consciousness of humans. These entities are
allowed to make these visits, as they are in the same density as humans and are not in quarantine. Where do they come
from? They are not extraterrestrial at all, but live underground, in tunnels and caverns. Their townships exist in
isolation, as they very seldom travel from one township to another, being at risk of exposure to humans in so doing.
They fear the Awakening, as humans will then be informed of their presence. Where the eventual outcome of the
Transformation, a Service-to- Others world, is not feared by them, they fear the transition. When the Transformation
has taken place, this race will continue in 3rd Density, underground. They will then be in quarantine, and will not mix
with the eventual inhabitants of the surface world. As they have a steady source of food and reliable shelter that will in
the main survive the cataclysms, they fear being inundated after the cataclysms. These fears are not grounded, but
nevertheless they have tried to slow the Awakening, in their own way, for these reasons.
The Men in Black have constructed cities underground, structures with multiple stories and tram systems run by
electricity, but these are in natural caverns and are not connected to one another unless natural passageways exist. The
Men in Black do not generate their electricity from any means that humans are familiar with - rushing water,
windmills, steam turbines run by heat generated from controlled nuclear activity or by burning any number of fossil
fuels. The electrical energy the Men in Black use is chemically generated, a method learned on their home planet prior
to their transplantation to Earth. Their home planet did not have the wealth of fossil fuels that the Earth provides, nor
land masses with changes in altitude that allow water to tumble, nor even very much water. Frustration is the mother
of invention, as you say, and they worked with what they had. Their electrical energy is not abundant, and would
hardly support the average United States homeowner with her many electrical appliances.
If the Men in Black live in natural underground caverns, then how have they escaped the eyes of eager explorers, who
pass up no opportunity to discover new underground passageways and caverns? Spelunkers have thoroughly mapped
every known crevasse under the surface of the Earth, delighting in every minute of it, as spelunking is an exploration.
There are no new lands to discover and explore, as the continents are known and teeming with humanity. Outer space
seems out of reach in these days of budget cuts. But spelunking still offers the chance to discover something the eyes
of man have never seen. Do spelunkers assume that they have discovered all the caverns and passageways that abound
under the crust of the Earth? There are a thousand times more caverns and passageways than they have yet come upon,
or even suspect, many far deeper than man has even probed. The Men in Black, being unable to live on the surface,
established themselves underground when they first arrived on Earth, in a technologically advanced state. Long, long
before humans became proficient at spelunking, the Men in Black were erecting their defenses.
Why have the Men in Black not been found? Look to what clues spelunkers that new passageways exist - air currents,
air quality, and sounds such as rushing water. When things are dead still, the assumption is that only solid rock is
about. The Men in Black have architect and engineer types who devise ways to test the isolation of their caverns and
passageways. Prior to building there, they run a test which essentially pulls the air upward to a vent at the roof. If there
are air leaks, connections to other underground passageways, there is air current inward, and this is detectable. Oops,
not a good home.
The Men in Black have not been found because of the vulnerability and fearfulness of these hominoids, who do not
have the bomb, do not have tanks and bazookas, and in fact do not even have jails and prisons. Why? There is no
need. They are not violent, as humans are by nature, but they're scared silly of being discovered by humans. Being no
less intelligent than humans, they have spent no small amount of time devising ways to keep from being discovered,
like a rat in a hole with no back door. The issue to focus on is not whether the Men in Black have threatened humans,
but whether they have acted. When you speak to your dog, whom you wish to impress, what do you do? You act like a
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top dog! Dogs respond to domination that they cannot overcome by groveling and avoidance. Dogs respond to
weakness that they can overcome by either tearing the throat out of a rival that resists or snarling a warning to a rival
that turns belly up. The Men in Black have analyzed their co-habitants, and correctly understand what impresses them.
Power without the ability to decimate and destroy is ignored. Therefore, threaten.
All rights reserved: ZetaTalk@ZetaTalk.com
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ZetaTalk: Elves
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

There are many mythological characters that have lately been ascribed to extraterrestrials. Suddenly everyone sees they
have been surrounded by extraterrestrials all along, that the creatures of fairy tales and myths are simply the guys from
outer space, in disguise as little people. Nonsense. If they looked like little people, they were little people. One must
realize that only recently have little people such as dwarfs been socially acceptable. In the past they were killed, more
often than not, as representing the wrath of the gods or being an evil omen. Do you suppose their mothers simply
handed them over for the knife? They hid them, and nurtured them in secret, taking them clothes and food. On
occasion these little people, who would find each other by one means or another, would be seen by others. Surprise!
What was that? Mythological creatures.
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ZetaTalk: Bigfoot
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Bigfoot has fascinated mankind for as long as the two races have been in contact with each other, as infrequent and
fleeting as that many be. The reason for this has less to do with Bigfoot's size and man- ape like appearance, which
would be understandable on this Earth, as with Bigfoot's elusiveness. Gorillas, for instance, are as large. Chimpanzees
seem as intelligent. Why is Bigfoot a fascination? The answer lies in his seemingly uncanny ability to elude detection.
The reason for this is that Bigfoot was to house a group of entities who are in quarantine. They remain elusive because
they are not to intermingle with mankind. In this effort, they do not go unassisted. Just as we have described how after
the cataclysms the Service-to-Self groups will simply not be able to find communities of Service-to-Others, just so
humans are not able to find Bigfoot. Bigfoot is there, right under your nose. Why are they in quarantine? These entities
have been placed into a primitive condition at their request, so that they can return to a basic understanding of how to
get along with each other, with nature, and ponder the wondrous workings of nature. Their quarantine is not an exile. It
is a search for peace.
Has Bigfoot something to do with early mankind, perhaps an early model of man? The answer is, not surprisingly, yes!
Bigfoot is indeed an interim model of one of the six races of man. How does it happen that only this race retained an
intermediate model? How did the others not retain this. During the evolution of man, during periodic genetic
engineering efforts, the entire race would be affected. All within a given race were in breeding proximity of each other,
and the genetic alterations spread out accordingly. Bigfoot was separated, removed from the others, and moved into
remote areas. Bigfoot and other entities in 3rd Density on the Earth will move with the Earth during transition to
physical 4th Density along with humans, or move along to another world as transplants. At present, Bigfoot and the
Men in Black are in Transformation along with humans. They were transplants to Earth originally, so being
transplanted again would not be a shock to the old souls among them. However, they were transplanted, originally,
because they were deemed to be on the same level as mankind, and the Transformation at this date has been planned
for a long time.
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ZetaTalk: Dolphins
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

The Sirians are reputed to have a connection to Dolphins, which they have supposedly genetically engineered and are
genetically related to. This is entirely false, although Dolphins are as intelligent as dogs or horses or pigs, and as such
are sentient animals deserving of consideration. In fact, as souls may incarnate temporarily into such animals, they
should be considered to have this possibility. When you see a Dolphin, you may be seeing your brethren, and just so
your faithful dog. A rare chance, but possible.
So why did this rumor start? Various human groups, wishing to be poetic and special in some way, have invented
romantic notions about themselves and various animal groups. By such means, human groups have claimed
relationships to high flying birds, sleek jungle cats, and athletic and playful sea creatures such as Dolphins. This is all a
way to make the day go faster, and be more playful and bright. Fantasy.
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ZetaTalk: Vampires
Note: written Sep 15, 1995.

Vampires exist, but they are not in human form as legend has it. The Earth has evolved creatures, mammals, that bite
and drink blood - the vampire bats that plague certain tropical countries and debilitate range cattle with blood loss. Are
Vampire bats the basis of the Vampire legends? In a manner of speaking, as the legend is based on a similar creature
that evolved on another world. Just as Dragons were brought to the Earth by aliens in the Service-to-Self orientation,
to terrify humans they hoped to later recruit into their ranks, just so were large Vampire bats brought to Earth.
They why the legend of the bat becoming human? The visitations occurred at night, as these bats evolved in a similar
manner to the Earth's bats, using squeaking sounds in a type of radar, and using the safety of darkness to escape
predatory birds which consider rodents a full course meal. The imported bats were large though slender. When flying
they looked like bats, but after they landed their folding wings looked like outstretched arms - the vampire in his black
cape. Red eyes? Yes, indeed in any light nearby the eyes, which lacked the protective pigment necessary in harsh
daylight, showed only the blood just under the surface of the eye. And just as some hairy monkeys on Earth have
hairless, pale faces, just so did these large Vampire bats have hairless faces. They were chosen by the Service-to-Self
aliens because they resembled humans, in the dusk. The terrified victims, frozen in fear, gave birth to the Vampire
myth of supernatural powers.
Were they found and killed with stakes? They were killed with whatever was at hand, when discovered in their dark
lairs, and what was mostly at hand were wooden sticks. Farmers staking fence posts would use the pointed ends to
fend off attacks from wild animals, and in most cases this was the only weapon available when fending off an attack
from Vampires.
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ZetaTalk: Mothman
Note: recorded during the Jun 29, 2002 Live ZetaTalk IRC Session

This true story has fascinated those who have learned of it, and thus it has made its way to Hollywood. What was this
large bird-man, seen swooping over the mountain country, and what its purpose? We have stated that Vampires,
Dragons, and the recent Chupas are not intelligent aliens, but more akin to dog packs controlled by Service-to-Self
aliens. They are brought to Earth to terrify humans, as fear pushes those inclined toward the Service-to-Self orientation
more in that direction. Fearful humans tend to think more for themselves, ignoring empathy for others, and thus are
pushed into training for entry into the Service-to-Self ranks, or so these Service-to-Self aliens hope! As dog packs,
they are allowed to encounter, terrify, and even kill humans should the humans basically give up and submit. Thus,
there are stories of dragons consuming virgins, and vampires biting to death victims virtually drained of blood.
So, were the Mothmen not men at all, but bird creatures? Indeed they were, and short lived, as they did not acclimate
well to the Appalachian mountains where they were installed. Dead, they were retrieved by their masters, as leaving
bones about would lessen their impact when the brain cavity was discovered to be infinitesimal. And why the sense of
doom, of a warning given, by those who sighted these large bird creatures floating overhead? This was the general
vibes in the area, a sense that something unexplained was upon them, something even the church had no explanation
for, and this in the Bible Belt. Thus, this true story has many interpretations, and more yet to come, as the movie is
about to emerge in the theaters!
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ZetaTalk: Subterranean Life
Note: written Aug 15, 1995.

Humans are not alone on Earth as intelligent species. Where only one intelligent species is developed, per planet, for
3rd Density existence, the Earth has some transplants. You are familiar with Bigfoot, who lives on the surface, and the
Men in Black, transplants who live underground, who are hominoid groups and are in 3rd Density as are humans.
Little known is that a 3rd Density reptilian race also lives underground, in the caverns and waterways that occur
naturally. This reptilian race, if seen by humans, would not be recognized as an intelligent species, as they carry none
of the trappings of civilization. Do they have technology, structures, computers? Yes and no. Where their IQ is less
than humans and they are not as dexterous nor upright, they nonetheless can maneuver their surroundings. Socially,
their 3rd Density existence is not that much different from humans. They both care for and murder each other. We will
not mention their form, nor the locations of their homes, as they would be vulnerable should humans go hunting for
them, for sport, as those inclined toward the Service-to-Self orientation surely would.
These transplants to the Earth came from worlds that could no longer support them in their 3rd Density existence.
There, they lived a surface existence. Both subterranean transplants arrived after man had undergone considerable
genetic engineering, but before he became what you would term civilized. They understood the situation, that they
would have considerable time to acclimate themselves before mankind, with its violent nature, might discover them.
The Men in Black were a secondary intelligent species on their planet of origin, the primary race having undergone a
Harvest or Transformation into 4th Density. As with most Transformations, the intelligent species transforming is
evolved to support 4th Density existence and is no longer available for 3rd Density existence. After the
Transformation, enough fauna and flora remained in 3rd Density on this planet to support the development of yet
another intelligent species. As the mass of the sun in this solar system was partially migrated to 4th Density, it was
much dimmer for this second development cycle. This is why the Men in Black cannot tolerate life on the surface.
They were used to dim light. The Men in Black and humans are not connected in any way except that they both are
hominoid. The Men in Black in fact are not even biologically compatible with humans to the degree that offspring
might be possible, a situation that occurred with the hominoid visitors from the 12th Planet. The reptilian race
developed on a water planet. They also suffered from a dying sun, and were used to cold, dark conditions before they
were transplanted.
Each intelligent species is on its own time cycle, during 3rd Density, the Harvest occurring periodically at regular
intervals. Were your Earth not scheduled to become a home for 4th Density existence, with a Transformation that will
leave the Earth essentially a dead planet in 3rd Density, continued human existence in 3rd Density would be possible,
for instance. In the case of the two subterranean transplants, the timing of their cycles does not coincide with Homo
Sapiens' cycle. Close, but lagging somewhat behind. Both transplant species have had several Harvests, as have Homo
Sapiens, and as with Homo Sapiens this Harvest is to be the last. Those incarnating entities who have not completed
their 3rd Density spiritual lesson - determining their spiritual orientation - will all be incarnated elsewhere into yet
another physical form. Transplanting will not occur.
Is there any truth to the stories of fabulous cities underground, and miles of tunnels bridging the continents? Very
little. The stories of fabulous tunnel systems are a fraud, designed to blunt curiosity about the underground bunkers and
tunneling that some governments, the United States included, have indulged in. Underground structures? Well, it might
be this alien group, or that, but certainly not your government. If these fabulous tunnel systems are so real, why hasn't
the media, or the public for that matter, been invited for a tour?
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ZetaTalk: ZetaTypes
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Our emissary, Nancy, will describe the Zeta types she has met. She has met but few, as the Zetas are numerous in
form. The forms result from the various planets we have spread to during the life of our form. Each planet plays upon
the genetic structure, encouraging certain genetics to emerge and demonstrate their superiority in survival and
longevity. Thus, the life form gradually adapts to the environment it finds itself in. Counts would differ, but for the
sake of this discourse, we will say that the number of variations that would be visibly noticeable to humans is 127.
Start Nancy's Recall
Short Skinny Zeta
These Zetas have Whitley Strieber's Communion face with attendant thin body and limbs. They're 4 foot tall or
so, with a body no thicker than a post and arms no thicker than a broom stick. The body and arms are straight,
showing no muscle bulges, and the trunk does not move in and out during breathing. They wear a beige colored
skin-tight outfit that also covers the head. They emit a tittering sound when excited, speech to one another,
which sounds like a flock of small birds. They seem like go-fers to the larger Zetas, doing detail tasks and
errands. However, they do communicate telepathically and are loving and kind. They appear most often in
groups of 3 or multiples thereof.
Tall Skinny Zeta
These Zetas are similar to the Short Skinny Zeta but they are 6 foot tall or so. They wear a gray skin-tight outfit.
They don't emit sounds. They're planners and conferees rather than go-fers, appear businesslike, and can be
stern. They address problems with great concern. They want to discuss solutions rather than just offer sympathy.
I've seen the face without the skin-tights and it is beautiful. They have a small nose the size of my little finger,
straight up and down, and high cheekbones with hollowed cheeks. The frontal lobes protrude out slightly over
the face. The skull is lighter than the face, almost white, where the face and trunk and limbs are the same gray
color as the skin-tights they wear.
I saw the hand and arm once without the skin-tights. The fingers rapidly taper from the index to the side, with
the little finger less than 1/2 the size of the index finger. The thumb appears to come from the center of the palm,
rather than the side, and was felt by me rather than seen. Their fingers have some webbing between them. The
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fingers are long, so that shaking hands lands the ends of the fingers up along the forearm. They have thick, long
fingernails. Their skin has wrinkles as does ours. The arm I saw up close had pea green freckles along the
outside, as our arms freckle when exposed to the sun.
Pumpkin Head Zeta
These Zetas are similar to the Short and Tall Zetas in body and limbs, but the head is round like a pumpkin and
the eyes are smaller, the size of ours, and round though black like the other Zetas. They are tall enough to have
to stoop going through the doorway when entering a room but can stand straight up in the room. They are related
to other Zetas, in their words "We are like them." They seem to handle heavy planning and conferee issues
where the other Zetas carried out existing policy, such as the Hybrid program. They can think abstractly and
creatively more so than the other Zetas. I was told their brain halves communicate, as do ours, where the other
Zetas have less of this.
I met the pumpkin heads only recently, since 1993. I was allowed to ask questions about the Zeta physiology.
They breathe but their lungs work like bellows, one exhaling while the other inhales, therefore there is no sign of
breathing. Their digestive system is minimal. They absorb through their skin. They generate the enzymes they
need, a standard travel pack, I was told. They do have sex organs, but I don't know if they use them. The
pumpkin head showed me his, as I asked. His penis curled between his legs, did not dangle, and came rapidly to
a point. The telepathic explanation of female sex organs showed a wide vagina. The Zetas do not sleep.
Water Zeta
These Zetas are similar to the other Zetas in body and limb size, but they have many other differences. They can
live in or out of water but the only sign of this are soft fins along the sides of the hips and thighs. Their toes and
fingers appear stubbier than the other Zetas. The head is aqua-dynamic, not round. Their eyes are at the end of
short protuberances, and are not black. There are large indentations for water to flow across the brow and past
the cheeks. The head is basically lumpy looking. The Water Zeta I met had one of the warmest Zeta
personalities, a very nice soul. They apparently eat, mentioning shrimp as not unlike their normal diet. They
apparently can't handle all the tasks assigned to other Zetas, think single thread or some such, and are sensitive to
sunlight.
End Nancy's Recall
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ZetaTalk: Zeta Knowledge
Note: written Dec 15, 2000. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

We, the Service-to-Other Zetas, have been looked upon with skepticism for presenting information from the past
which undocumented or otherwise unable to be explored by humans. Do we make this information up? How can we
speak to the issue of mankind’s genetic engineering, in the past, when we were still babes in the crib during that time
ourselves, and did not have a hand in this engineering. How can we explain the motives in human dramas that
occurred far in the past so that all the characters are now dead? How can we predict the arrival of the 12th Planet,
when it is out in space beyond where man can peek clearly, and has a trajectory and path that is outside of the path
that human math would compute? In this reaction, the skeptics are placing our ability to retrieve knowledge or arrive
at conclusions on a par with their ability. Beyond the fact that we have more sources, and more knowledge, and a
higher IQ, is our tendency, as a Service-to-Other group, to deal with the facts in a straightforward manner. We don’t
throw out what makes us uncomfortable, or insert lies to make ourselves feel more powerful or special, or distort the
facts as a manipulation. So where do we get our information?
Being telepathic, we can tune into any and every human mind on Earth, should we wish, to read their thoughts. This
ability exposes not only plans, but past actions. In that reincarnation exists, and the soul does not forget, we can locate
and interrogate the soul of those humans who lived in the past. Is this in a computer? Indeed it is, if the mind is a
organic computer, as the birthing guides are aware of past lives when counseling an entity between lifetimes and when
planning their next incarnation. This is a simple inquiry to the birthing guides, who know the entities they are guiding
as a mother knows her children, and can locate the soul to be contacted. Likewise the genetic engineering done in the
past on mankind is not a secret, and as engineers charged with the current leap for mankind, we have been privy to all
the information we desire in this area. And where man has become comfortable with predicting the morning sunrise,
based on his knowledge of the rotation of the Earth and it’s motion of the Earth around the Sun. we likewise are
comfortable with our predictions on the arrival of the 12th Planet in 2003, as this is simply a factor of observation and
computations, as well as past history.
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ZetaTalk: Power Source
written Sep 2, 2003, during Lou Gentile live radio
Our power is nothing that mankind is familiar with. Obviously, if we are aware of some 387 electron particles, besides
the one that you are aware of, we are aware of many more subatomic particles than you are, chemical reactions, and
what you would call nuclear reactions. We are able to secure the material we need wherever we go. The power that we
use is under your feet, but you do not know how to utilize this. Therefore it is a type of nuclear reaction, not one that
causes destruction or that escapes from us, and we can renew our power source as we go puttering about in the
Universe.
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ZetaTalk: Early Zeta
Note: written Dec 15, 1995.

Where Early Man was a hybrid of various ape or monkey forms and existing hominoid forms, Early Zeta was not a
hybrid at all, but a transplant. The worlds we were placed upon had not sustained a life form complex enough to be
considered a base for intelligence. The gap was too great. Early Zeta therefore was placed, full grown and conscious,
on Zeta worlds. As this was to be our 3rd Density existence, Early Zeta was incarnated with forming entities prior to
this transplantation, in fact at birth. Like the transplants who are coexisting with humans now on Earth, Early Zeta was
aware of the purpose of the transfer. Thus transplanted, Early Zeta multiplied to the extent our worlds could support a
population, much as humans have upon the Earth.
Primitive cultures among hominoids all bear some similarities, due to similarities of the body types. Nude and with
little hair, the hominoid seeks protection from the elements. Weapons and tools fit the hand and arm, so are not that
dissimilar among hominoid groups. Social structure, as anyone watching a group of monkeys can see, comes with the
animal form. The dominant male, the polygamous male, the hunting bands, adoption of orphaned young - Early Zeta
cultures developed along predictable lines, as do all early hominoid cultures.
Early Zeta differed from our present form primarily in brain size and mental capacities. Early Zeta was also stockier,
shorter, had large flat feet and in appearance was something of a low brow, with the head jutting out the back rather
than rounding. Our large eyes were an adaptation to our worlds, dim by your standards, so Early Zeta was a bit blind
on his new home, not a problem as the only danger Early Zeta faced was from others of his kind. Our worlds do not
contain carnivorous, nor even herbivorous animals - just plants and bugs.
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ZetaTalk: Zeta Meals
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Regarding whether we eat, and what it is that we eat. We no longer eat, having genetically engineered ourselves in
such a way that the digestive tract went out with the bath water. We regret this, as we regret other things thrown out
with the bath water. We nourish ourselves through our skin, through a chemical bath we prepare in the laboratory and
completely emerge ourselves in. Our emissary, Nancy, can describe this to you, as she visited one of our homes in the
Gobi Desert, within a series of caverns in a mountain range there.
Unlike some of the bad PR that has been thrown our way, we do not require enzymes from living creatures in order to
live. Does anyone think that entities as advanced as we would require that in order to live? We can live in space, on a
dead planet, or anywhere. The chemicals needed for life are easily manufactured by an advanced species such as
ourselves. Where we have mouths, our digestive tract is not complete. We avoid putting anything in our mouths, as
like your appendix, anything put in can only cause problems.
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ZetaTalk: Gobi Desert
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Our emissary, Nancy, will describe her visit to our home in the Gobi Desert, where she was taken as our guest.
Begin Vision:
We went there in a large ship, larger than the usual used during routine contacts, and this ship had a brown seethrough floor and ceiling. We went into the side of a mountain, after coming across a barren desert. There were no
trees or vegetation on the mountain range. The entrance to the Zeta home was artificially made, and could not be
viewed from a distance. The entrance was off a canyon, straight into the side of the canyon, and the track took a curve.
The large ship (which could have comfortably carried 50 people, throughout) locked into some kind of track in the
entrance, which guided the ship, held on all sides, smoothly onto a landing port. I was shown, at one point, a natural
cavern filled with idle ships, parked. Though the room went off irregularly, as natural caverns do, I could see about 30
ships of various sizes.
The walls of all the natural caverns I was led through seemed to be coated by some kind of substance, a yellowishwhite, which glowed faintly. This is somewhat akin to the color and glow inside their ships, so perhaps is the same
substance. We went first into a residence room, along a planked, slightly suspended walkway that led over the cavern
floors and through natural (or in some cases artificially made) openings between caverns. The residences cascaded
down along the sides of the residence cavern, so that all residences had a patio. There were open arched doorways,
without doors, but no windows. I saw a Zeta floating in the air from one side of the cavern to the other, apparently not
needing to walk down and then up again to cross over to the other side.
Going into another cavern, I was at first confused, as it looked like a spa. There were green plants growing among
what seemed to be hot tubs, but I was puzzled to see what looked like bodies floating face down in the clear water.
Were they dead? Were they swimming? The Zeta who was my guide said to me: "This is where we renew ourselves,"
and I realized those were live Zetas floating in the tubs.
End Vision
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ZetaTalk: On Mars
Note: written Dec 15, 1995.

We have indeed built structures on Mars, but you cannot see them as they are within 4th Density. This is one of our
homes at the present time! Mars as a planet is not in 4th Density, but just as we live on the surface of the Earth in 4th
Density, in preparation for the Transformation to 4th Density, so we have taken up residence on a planet with a similar
gravity field - Mars. Should you visit one of our 4th Density homes, you would find it equivalent to a floating space
station. Then why do we not simply take up residence in space? Through methods unknown to you we have
approximated the gravitational field of Earth in the center of our circular grid of residences. Call it psychological, if
you wish, but knowing we are living on a close brother of the Earth, approximating size and composition and
proximity to the Sun, while we wait out the time until we can join our human brethren in Service-to-Other camps, is
somehow different than floating out in space.
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ZetaTalk: Zeta Reticuli
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Our home planet is in the star system of Zeta Reticuli, or, shall we say, what you term Zeta Reticuli. We, of course,
have our own names for things. Zeta Reticuli is indeed a binary star system, or at least that part of it you, on Earth, are
aware of. In fact, there is much more to the star system than you are aware of. The binary stars circle each other on an
extreme end of Zeta Reticuli, less than 1/3 into the star system itself. The other 2/3 are composed of stars not visible to
you, on Earth, but nevertheless affecting the gravitational pull of the other stars and planets in the system. These other
2/3 of the bulk of the star system are only evident by the erratic nature of the dance visible to you, on Earth, of the two
visible binary stars.
What we are telling you, is that the planet we originate from is not known to you, as it is part of the 2/3 mass of the
star system not known to you. Do you think our eyes got so large because our sun was bright? It has been rumored that
our planet is dying, and that this is the reason we are seeking genetic rebirth on your planet, Earth. In fact, our planet is
long dead, and we Zetas have been living by artificial means for eons. We learned to live in cavities within planets,
and by artificial light. We found this to be more hospitable to living even before we destroyed our planet. Do you
suppose we dove into the sub-structure of our planet just when the atmosphere became poisonous, due to our wars?
We were already there. We had been simply forced to take this alternative over any others.
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ZetaTalk: Zeta Schools
Note: written Jul 15, 1995.

The Zetas in the Service-to-Other orientation have extensive schools, not only for our young but for all ages. Where in
human society education is viewed as preparation for life, when young, and retraining for an occupation or to a minor
degree self improvement, when grown, the Zeta have a different attitude. Self improvement is at the fore, always.
The young Zetas finds themselves in a smorgasbord of stimulation, surrounded by toys and games that allow their
curious minds to fully explore physics, chemistry, biology, and the social studies. Unlike human schools for their
youngsters, where physics and chemistry experimentation is limited to lab time or simplistic at-home experiments, the
Zeta youngster is not limited to time slots or scope, nor do we require the youngsters to be a certain age or grade
before they have an opportunity. Don't they blow themselves up? Precautions are taken in the way these lessons are
structured, so that the necessary knowledge is in place before next steps can be taken. The lessons have checkpoints,
so, for example, the youngster cannot just reach for the vial of acid and taste.
Social interaction is not structured, as it is to some degree in human society where human youngsters are selected by
the teacher to assume roles. Johnny gets to organize the field trip because the teacher likes his engaging smile. Zeta
youngsters are counseled when they are having difficulty, and given assistance to a degree that would astonish humans,
when in need, but the roles they assume in play are self chosen, and when they succeed at these roles it is based on
honest interaction between the youngsters. In Zeta society, the equivalent of the dullard son of the boss assuming
command of the company, or the inept daughter of the PTA head getting the lead in the play does not exist. We do not
use platitudes or hypocrisy to develop our youngsters, but deal with the truth, teaching our youngsters, by example, to
do this also from the earliest age.
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ZetaTalk: Entertainment
Note: written Jul 15, 1995.

We, the Zetas, have the same range of activities that humans do. Why would we not? It's true we don't go out to eat as
much, and with our muted sexuality we don't look forward to getting laid. But where you look forward to occasionally
getting into a hot tub, our refreshment baths are a big deal. The spas are lush with plants, and music that vibrates
through the water and walls is played. It's a total body experience.
Games? We have more games than you, a thousandfold more, and a hundred times more intricate. Our games are
played with holographs, which are generated by computer under control of our minds. The best are like chess, where
many players engage in strategies, or several teams play against each other. What is the goal of these games? The
same as your games. Where the game involves mental concentration, the goal is to improve upon and practice strategic
planning. Where the game involves cooperation among players, the goal is to improve social skills and cooperation.
Where the game involves close timing and precision from the team, the goal is to gain skill at delegation and rapid
hand-offs. Watch children intent at play. Are they not preparing for life?
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ZetaTalk: Literature
Note: written Jan 15, 1997. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

To what degree do alien cultures enjoy the arts, and what form do these arts take? Obviously, whether in 3rd Density
or a higher density, the art form is dependent upon the life form. Water creatures will sense motion in a different way
than land creatures, as the motion will physically affect them where the land creature will in all likelihood be viewing
this from some sort of eye that captures light rays. Music is also dependent upon the life form, as the rhythms that
comfort will differ depending upon how many hearts the life form has and what kind of rhythms their world presents
when it represents danger or safety. Rumbling thunder and sudden loud noises are something humans associate, in
music, with danger, and lilting sounds with gentle breezes and the voice tones of humans chattering in comfortable
social settings.
In human society, much history is recorded in written form, although with the advent of the electronic age, much is
also recorded on video or audio tape. Books or manuscripts represent the thoughts of great men in the past, factual as
well as fictional. Do alien life forms, such as ourselves, have an equivalent? We do indeed, but have no need to rely
on a written word as humans do. We are telepathic, so often the performing artist is soundless but nevertheless relays
the composition perfectly. As for recording the great thoughts of the past, or works of art, the written word is
considered cumbersome and inadequate. We use holographic forms, where all but telepathic thought is transmitted. In
these cases, the intent of the author or artist is relayed through other means, such as symbolic motion or recreating the
situation described, much as humans enjoy when going to the movie theater.
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ZetaTalk: Got Religion
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Regarding religion. We have a religion. In fact, everyone does. Even those who profess not to have a religion have a
religion in their protestations. When we speak of our religion, it is more of an understanding of the Universe. We are
emotionally connected to the Universe. We are within the One. We have kinship with one another as parts of the One.
We have reverence for the Universe and its workings, as a thing of beauty which we wish to understand. Each soul is
in the hand of God, within God, to our way of thinking, and thus needs no intermediary. We, the Zetas, do not impose
schedules on when God will be present, or we should all gather and listen to someone interpret God's words and
thoughts for us. Each is left to his own communications, which needs no other intermediary.
Our religion is not like the major religions of the Earth, which deify entities human in appearance. These religions,
where the message given to humans was to draw them to the light, have been corrupted over time by the forces of
darkness. These religions preach against knowledge, against self initiative, against free thought. They restrain with
rules which assist only those who wish to rule. Where human religions, however well founded, have invariably been
twisted by the Service-to-Self crowd until they have lost all semblance of the original intent, our faith is not so
affected. The pure adage to Love thy Neighbor as Thyself stands as the rule by which we guide ourselves, and there
are no Thou Shalt Not's included. Where human religions, having been infiltrated with the structure the Service-to-Self
crowd feels comfortable with, have pomp and ceremony and severe strictures for evading the controls, we have no
ceremony to express our faith.
Was it not Jesus who said, insofar as ye love the least amongst you, so ye love me, or words to that effect? Jesus was
relaying a true Service-to-Other philosophy of faith, as we believe that each of us, the least included, represents a part
of God, is included in God's plan, and is God's handiwork. Where we are not much clearer than you are on what God
is, this is our faith.
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ZetaTalk: Zeta Roles
Note: written Jul 15, 1995.

As with human society where people migrate to roles they feel most competent to hold, or most enjoy, or receive the
most praise or reward for holding - Zetas likewise gravitate to roles. In human society individuals find themselves less
than free to choose their roles. Parents not infrequently start talking about their hopes for their offspring before they
are out of diapers. Non-athletic children are pushed to practice, as daddy was on the Varsity or mommy always
dreamed of being a ballerina, so junior must fulfill the parent's dream. If a child is bright enough to foresee a
successful performance at university, a lucrative white color professional career looms up and overshadows any desire
of the child itself. The child is not asked what he or she enjoys or desires, they are told what others expect of the child.
Sometimes these expectations are relayed in frank verbal terms, as in direct orders, but most often are relayed via body
language or the not-so-subtle withdrawal of support and love. Fail to go to football practice and daddy is more
interested in reading his paper than talking to junior, and all mention of the weekend trip to Disneyland has stopped.
So how do we, the Service-to-Other Zetas, differ? All children are given access to all learning experiences, equally.
Should they indicate difficulty with some material, or confusion, their request for assistance is met without hesitation.
The males, for instance, do not have their questions answered while the females find they are expected to be seen but
not heard from. When our little girls well up with ideas, they are given the opportunity to present on an equal basis
with our little boys, nor are they cut-off in mid sentence by male teachers or fellow students, as little girls in human
society find they are, daily. In short, we simply threat little boys and girls as true equals, so that when they arrive at the
point where they can contribute to Zetan society, they are prepared to make their decision about the roles they would
like to fill. In the Service-to-Other society, roles are self chosen, in response to the needs noted or expressed by others.
So, imagine this scenario: Zetan youngsters, having sopped up all the learning their curious minds can hold, and
having practiced various roles during play and school projects, by choice, now spend a portion of their time in the
community. They attend one of the community meetings that occur regularly or more often if need arises. They hear
discussion on a problem the adults are dealing with. A youngster, as the adults, is free to volunteer his or her services.
If the others feel, in their hearts and minds, that the youngster would be overwhelmed in this role, this is, in essence,
another problem to be addressed. Perhaps a classmate, or one of the adults, offers to assist the young volunteer, and in
this regard is truly just a second set of hands or a backup in case of failure. The volunteer is allowed to proceed, even
if inexperienced. All are in Service-to-Others, and none wishes to harm the community, so the volunteer is not
assumed to be operating out of self interest. Most often, in such situations, we are pleasantly surprised. On occasion
the youngster needs some assistance. And when there is failure, we wait for the youngster to request a review, so they
may learn from the failure, before comments are offered.
So if the Zetas find that their sexes choose different roles, how do these roles by sex come about? In the same way that
roles by height, or physical or mental acuity, or past experiences and differing knowledgebase, or desire to learn in a
particular area, or empathy with certain experiences affect role choices. In no other way.
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ZetaTalk: Zeta Marriage
Note: written Jul 15, 1995.

The Zeta do not marry in the same sense that humans do. We, in the Service-to-Others, do not have an institution such
as marriage, which is in our opinion a form of bondage, however willingly it may be entered into. If one examines the
human institution of marriage for its true purposes, and how those purposes are accomplished in our society, one can
see why we are not in need of such an institution. Caring for children, the most often defended rationale for marriage,
does not need to be mandated, as all children are cared for by all, and enthusiastically. Compensating the dependent
partner, usually the wife, who may give decades of devotion only to be cast aside for a younger model, is another
rationale. In our society, no members need fear being rejected. Maintenance is guaranteed, and at the same level for all.
Sexual ownership, the complete possession of the object, is seldom acknowledged as the reason for the marriage rites,
but especially in highly conservative societies women are brokered openly. This has no parallel in our society, where
ownership of the other does not exist.
The institution of marriage is also relied upon in human society so responsibilities can be parsed out. Uncle Joe has
nowhere to go, is now blind and deaf, so the family decides he should move in with his niece as she has married well
and lives in a large house with lots of room. Her husband may protest, but as he is stuck in the marriage he will
eventually give in to stop the guilt trips. Again, in our society, Uncle Joe would not have been desperate in the first
place. And finally, humans undergo the ritual and wear the rings so that others will understand fully that they desire to
be together. Let there be no confusion, they are bonded. Just look at the ring finger, where they are making their
statement.
In our society each Zeta is free, and where there is much bonding there is no bondage. Where humans might consider
this a return to the 60's, where free love was the cry and promiscuity the rule, the opposite in fact happens. When not
constrained by rules, and given the focus of true service to others, promiscuity does not emerge. Promiscuity most
often is a reaction to oppression. Should one doubt this, just check out a group of Catholic boys out from under the
nun's thumb. Lock up the girls! Not having the rules, we skip the resentment and rebellion. Casual or promiscuous sex
can also happen in human society because the sex drive is strong and the individual focused on the self. After all,
masturbation can eliminate the itch, so why pass around infection and create unwanted pregnancies if one is thinking
about the other? Sexual concourse should be considerate and not undertaken in haste, and is most fulfilling in this
context. Therefore, where we have less bondage, we have more true bonding. And yes, the Zetas do have sex, and pair,
even while not procreating through sex at this time.
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ZetaTalk: Reptilian Control
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Regarding whether the Zetas, of either orientation, are under the direction of another race, like the Reptilians. This is
altogether untrue. This rumor was started due to the characteristics of human society, and the assumptions made as a
parallel. In human societies, one race or the other is dominant. The black race is almost invariable subservient. The
female of the race is most certainly subservient, even where the black race is accused of being matriarchal. One need
only look to Africa, where women bear their young without support from the strutting men, to see their position in the
black cultures. The white races are supreme, worldwide. Stratification exists.
Thus, humans assume the same in races from what they term outer space, as though inner space were one place and
outer space another. Is not outer space a collection of many others? The Zeta, of neither orientation, have any
association with alien species humans might term Reptilian. This rumor came about because of close proximity on
encounters, where Service-to-Self groups were in close proximity to each other, and also because the Zetas give the
appearance of being contained and controlled. In humans, this behavior would indicate subservience.
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Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

Our culture, the Service-to-Others Zetas, allows each entity to flower in their individuality to the fullest. We place no
constraints on the individual, who may choose their activities based on their own perception of what they desire to do
in service to others. This choice is not jammed down their throats, as is the case in human societies more often than
not. This is not a joint decision, as is so often the case in human societies, where the individual is "helped" in their
decision by many interested parties. The parents, who expect their investment to maximize. The spouse, who expects
the partner to meet their expectations. The co-worker, who expects the peer to rescue or stand in for them.
We, in our culture, actually meet the principle, and truly allow the individual to chart their course, to actualize, as it is
termed in your society. We do this in love, where each individual is aware of the general needs of the society, and can
take this into consideration when charting their course. The closest you have to this ideal is the democracy within the
United States. However, the ideal is in fact not practiced.
The Zetas are sometimes accused of preventing humanity from charting its own course. Does anyone assume that in
fact humanity is charting its own course? Should the assumed leaders, who by their birth right or by right of ascension,
claim a right to dictate humanity's course? How less arrogant is this position than that the Zetas are accused of? This
type of complaint comes not from humanity but from the usurpers of humanity's freedom. These accusers should look
to themselves. They will see in the mirror what they accuse the Zetas of being.
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ZetaTalk: Unemotional
Note: written May 15, 1997.

We are clearly more intelligent than the humans we are responding to, but beyond this IQ difference we are also
brooking no nonsense in our replies, and thus the interpretation by some humans that our responses are unemotional.
Sentimentality has its place in developing bonds, but this is not our primary intent during these discourses. Our
bonding activities are engaged in one-to-one with our human contactees, who have given The Call to us due to
the nature of their call being oriented toward Service-to-Others. It is here that we bond and deal with emotions
on our part or on the part of the contactee. In this public forum, sentimentality would be used by our enemies as
a diversion. This tack has been used in the past, within the history of ZetaTalk, so we are speaking from
experience.
Our primary purpose is to establish truth, on many matters often deliberately confused by those in what we term
the establishment in human society, so that mankind might arrive at their own conclusions armed with the facts
and insights they are not otherwise allowed to arrive at due to lack of information or distorted or untruthful
information from the establishment. We are not ruthless, unless those who do not wish the facts lined up
impeccably are complaining about the lack of wiggle room they are given.
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ZetaTalk: 12th Planet
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

There is life on the 12th Planet, the giant comet that causes the periodic pole shifts. The primary race is a humanoid
race, who would be and have been considered giants by humans on Earth. There have been many excellent books
written on this subject, and all hold a grain of truth. It is irrelevant to the issues that grip mankind today. They have a
hierarchical structure. We would venture to say no true democracies as you might term them. However, there are
among them intellectuals who have great compassion for their fellow creatures and fellow citizens and have great
influence in their society and are revered. The secondary inhabitant of the 12th Planet is a reptile race not in humanoid
form. The non-humanoid reptilian race is operating in 4th Density spiritually, Service-to-Self, but there is no
interaction between this group and the 3rd Density hominoid group. In fact, the humanoid group is only aware of the
other by rumor. The reptilian group is quarantined from the humanoid group, just as your Big Foot is quarantined from
interaction with you.
The giant hominoids on the 12th Planet to this day dress in attire reminiscent of Roman soldiers.
Rome in fact modeled after them, rather than these hominoids modeling after the Romans. The
males find this to be comfortable attire that has a macho image. You might look to your ancient
Greek and ancient Roman societies for a glimpse of their lifestyle, because these societies carried
the influence of these visitors very heavily. The giant hominoids were not grossly muscular, as
mankind's over-developed muscle men are. They were and are well proportioned, with rounded
muscles but without the extreme bulging that muscle-men try to achieve. Nancy, who has met one,
will tell you that they are extremely attractive, and proportional. The giant hominoids had long
faces, but the skulls that have been discovered and ascribed to aliens are not these giant
hominoid's skulls. The Easter Island heads were designed to intimidate, as this appearance in the
faces was and is indeed their facial structure.
They do not sleep, because they do not have a rising and setting sun. They have a dimmer day.
The glow in their atmosphere comes from rifts within their ocean. They are inhabiting a brown
dwarf that is in a slow smolder. It happens also to be a water planet, so that the places where the
results of the chemical reaction that produces their light come through are in the deepest rifts
closest to the molten core, and scattered throughout their atmosphere. Therefore they have a
continuous light, equivalent perhaps to late in your day or very early in the morning. They do have
their quiet times. Their agriculture is much less extensive than the agriculture of Earth. They tend
to gather rather than grow. There are fewer of them per square mile than your rich and fertile earth
sustains. Gold mining is occurring today on a moon of Mars, which has been approached by man's
probes and subsequently shot down by these hominoids who were not about to let themselves be
filmed by their fomer slaves. This moon, Phobos, is rich in the minerals they seek.
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Note: written Feb 15, 2002. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

The issue of the Annunaki living for thousands of years is a misunderstanding. When placed on Earth for a mining
operation, they expected, as a culture and as a royal family line, to live that long, until the next passage. Poetry,
misunderstood. The visitors from the 12th Planet carried with them on their long sojourns to Earth a plant with
medicinal qualities, native to the 12th Planet. They grew this in special gardens, shielded from the intensity of the Sun.
After its tender gardeners vacated, it rapidly died out and no longer grows on Earth, living only in legend. This plant
could renew their cellular structure, a type of growth hormone stimulant. They took this stimulant in the form of a
bath, soaked in the plant. Reputed to rejuvenate, it gave rise to the legend of the Fountain of Youth, but this is much
exaggerated. In fact, it merely slowed a degenerative disease the transplanted hominoid suffered from while on Earth.
Until transplants adapt, genetically, to their new surroundings, all transplants to non-native worlds suffer from such
diseases. Unfortunately, for these visitors, fresh mining crews were always delivered to replace those returning to the
12th Planet, and those returning were not allowed to bear young upon return, due to what was considered corruption of
their genetics by interbreeding with humans.
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Note: written Feb 15, 2002.

As the largest and strongest hominoid race on Earth at the time, the giant hominoids from the 12th Planet were
understandably arrogant about the effects their genetics had on the humans they bred with. There were two lines of
hominoids left to run the mining operations between passages of the 12th Planet - royalty and soldiers. The royalty
interbred with each other, retaining the purity of their genetics, as without this purity their line would be forced to die
out upon return to their home planet. The soldiers had lower class women from the 12th Planet available to them as
sexual consorts, but often chose to create and maintain harems of human sex slaves of all ages and from both sexes.
Most often the offspring died during childbirth, due to the large size of the infants, but those who lived carried genetics
from the father, which gave rise to the legend that these hominoids created the human race, which is simply not true.
The giant hominoids from the 12th Planet did not genetically engineer humans. They toyed with genetics, and thus the
rumor has started. These giant hominoids were experimenting with genetics just as humans are now eagerly embracing
such activity, as they were slightly ahead of humans on the evolutionary scale. Thus when they toyed with the idea of
what genetics could bring, doodling with the possible merging of animal and human species, this was taken literally by
the people who are discovering these doodles now. Humans doodle, making pictures of eagles with lightning bolts in
their talons. Does this mean that future generations should find these drawings and take them literally? These were
representations of a fascination with the possibility of what genetic manipulation could create. Mankind was created
not by these hominoids, but by others who did the genetic engineering, and this erroneous myth should be put to rest.
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ZetaTalk: Ancient Gods
Note: written Jul 15, 1997. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

It is not by accident that the hominoid inhabitants of the 12th Planet look and dress like Greek Gods, the Gods of
Mount Olympus, as they are one and the same. Mythological stories about thunderbolts being thrown and travel
through the clouds were based on the technological feats of these 3rd Density visitors from the 12th Planet, who had
mastered the modern day equivalent of lasers and transporting an individual via a rocket booster strapped on the back.
To the primitive humans, who came barely to the waists of the strapping, handsome giants, they were gods. The Greek
Gods are reported to be jealous and wrathful on the one hand, and kindly and mentoring on the other - a bit like
people. Of course, they were no gods, any more than the humans of today, but their very human exploits are still
reported with awe.
The legends among many human cultures regarding the exploits of the giant hominoids from the 12th Planet are in no
small part due to the rigid rules these visitors had regarding interbreeding with the humans they used as virtual slaves.
Kept apart from humans in this manner, they retained their edge, as they were by far the largest, the most
technologically advanced, and the smartest hominoid race around. Humans were, at the time, evolving from the cave
man stage, with only an occasionally genius born in the purely human strains. During the evolution of any 3rd Density
species, intelligence is gradually increased due to genetic selection, the smarter individuals passing on their genetics
due to their ability to evade danger and manipulate circumstances around them. Thus, the discrepancies between
humans and the visitors from the 12th Planet were many and significant.
The stories generated by these tall, stately giants are almost endless in human mythology, but can be recognized, and
differentiated from stories based on mere humans, by several distinctive traits:
The gods were hominoid in appearance. Mere humans are not raised to the stature of gods by other humans, in
spite of cultures which temporarily, and in a patronizing manner, call a reigning human king or chief a god.
The hominoids were savage and exacting in their treatment of their human slaves, executing them for trivial
infractions as examples and unforgiving no matter how trivial the affront or fervent the apologies.
They had technology that seemed miraculous for the age, such as the ability to throw what appeared to be
lightning bolts, or float along above the ground, or take off in rocket ships, or perform surgery and have the
patient live.
They lived apart from humans, in separate quarters or villages, yet visited their human slaves frequently enough
that the slaves considered themselves unable to escape, in bondage without physical bonds.
Ancient Egyptian gods, ancient Babylonian gods, the Vizigoths of Germany, ancient Mayan and Incan gods, are
almost to a one particular individuals from the 12th Planet royalty, stationed on Earth to supervise mining operations.
Stories about ancient rebels, notable for their stature and courage in battle, are also frequently based in part on the
heritage from these visitors, as the rebel most often carried some genetics from the rape of a female slave who
managed somehow to escape and bear her oversized infant alive. The legacy today is genetically disbursed throughout
the mid-eastern countries, Germanic countries, and the south seas, and is identifiable in those humans who
simultaneously possess a large stature, a fierce temper, and strong musculature. Rather than being considered gods,
they are often considered criminals.
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ZetaTalk: Conquest
Note: written Feb 15, 2002. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

As with any group of entities, all have an agenda. Over the eons, literally thousands of alien types have visited Earth,
having one agenda or another. Some agendas are conquest, though these are in the minority. A great many agendas are
curiosity, and these are never seen as harmful. Some agendas are beneficent, but these must never interfere with the
free-will of the resident, natural intelligent life forms. Where you and the hominoids residing on the 12th Planet are
both operating in the 3rd Density, they mastered space travel enough to shuttle from the 12th Planet to Earth during the
periodic visits. They cannot shuttle to Earth at this time, as it has been deemed by the Council of Worlds to constitute
interference with your free will because their interaction with humans sprang from their agenda for conquest. In times
past, other rules were in place and interaction did occur. The quarantine was put into place some thousands of years
ago, but close enough in your recent past that contact with these alien life forms remains in your legends.
They have no plans, despite fear mongering among those claiming to be in contact with these folks, to return to Earth,
which they consider a swamp. The Earth in their memory is full of carnivors, rebelling slaves, and accidents related to
wild weather. Now that mankind has technology, a fact that cannot be denied due to probes sent about and requiring
their mining operation on Mars to shoot them down when they come too close, they are even less inclinded to visit.
They were on top before, but do not anticipate wining a war on Earth today due to numbers. In addition, what would
the gain be? Do you live in a swamp when you can live in a palace on the hilltop? This was not a vacation resort for
them, but going into the field on a mission, not the chosen one either. The inhabitants are interested, during this
passage, in collecting the gold mined since the past passage, and in watching the light show. However, one of the
legacies left on Earth by the hominoid visitors from the 12th Planet is radioactivity from their nuclear warfare. Yes,
they had the bomb, and used it. In attempts to nuke each other into compliance, they dropped numerous bombs, the
majority on the Arabian Peninsula, with a small number in India and a scattering across the African Continent. These
bombs were in the main not as large as the ones built during the Cold War, but were more deadly as the radioactivity
lingered and poisoned the ground, making it utterly uninhabitable, for millennia.
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Note: written by Jul 15, 1995.

There are remnants of an ancient civilization on Mars that at one time also colonized Earth. Those who pursue this
matter academically are not off track, recognizing the similarities between these structures and those of ancient Egypt.
It is not in the imagination of man that some of the structures on Earth, such as the Giant Pyramids and the Sphinx,
seem reminiscent of structures on Mars. Same group, same handiwork. They liked to leave a statement, and have.
There is speculation that the Face on Mars and nearby pyramids were used as astronomical markers, and this was
indeed their prime purpose. They wanted an unmistakable marker which could be seen on approach, as the surface of
Mars has few distinguishing characteristics.
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Note: written by Jul 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

It is not your imagination that you see Tetrahedral Shapes on the Moon, and the faint outline of such on the eroded
surface of Mars. Yes, they are there, and yes, they had a purpose in the past. They are not inactive structures, with no
reuse in the foreseeable future. What were they used for, and is there magic in the shape? The shape is significant, as it
is functional. Large crystals have been used to boost communications by a number of alien races in Earth's past. The
tetrahedral form simply provided the best focused emission, when energy was applied on all perimeter surfaces and
converged in the center. This was one of the things noticed by the astonished astronauts when they disembarked on the
Moon. This subject receives much press, and much speculation, as the rumors can be supported by faint images in
amateur telescopes.
What alien races used this method, and whom were they communicating to? We are speaking here primarily of the
inhabitants of the 12th Planet, whose hominoid form we have referred to as the Greek God form. This race was chased
from Earth by the administrative authority of the Council of Worlds. They were quarantined from Earth so that the
race of man could develop without undue influence. Even before the quarantine period they had established a
communication post on the Moon, and they had a mining operation on Mars long before setting up on the Earth.
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ZetaTalk: Life on Mars
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Mars today is a dead planet, but in the recent past this was not the case, as evidenced by the weathered structures on
Mars reminiscent of the Great Pyramids and the Sphinx. Some life bearing planets have a stronger footing than others,
being closer to the warmth of a sun, for instance, and more particularly being a water planet like the Earth. Mars has
little of that precious substance, and was a life bearing planet only where the freezing point had not trapped the water.
The atmosphere surrounding a water planet can rebuild quickly, particularly in the components that support life. On a
dry planet the atmosphere is fragile, and each rebuilding takes away more of the precious water.
In the past, Mars sustained life to a level not unlike our home in Zeta Reticuli - moss and insects and worms. On such
worlds there is not enough food in the food chain to support animals above that level, and setbacks occur repeatedly. A
bug-eating reptile might get its start, only to die off during lean times, time and again. Thus such planets plateau.
Mars met its demise as a result of visitors from the 12th Planet, who set up mining operations on Mars in preference to
Earth where large carnivorous mammals roamed about in great numbers. The 12th Planet has no such carnivores on
land, and as large and muscular as these giant hominoid visitors are, they quaked at the thought. Where the atmosphere
on Mars was thin, it was ample, so the visitors set about using what water resources they could muster to wash the ore
they were after. In so doing they sought to control the run-off on the relatively flat surface of Mars, and did so in a
thoughtless manner by directing waste water down a culvert. Thus precious water increasingly was sent underground,
and a chain of events was set in motion that could not be reversed. The surface of Mars cooled as the atmosphere
thinned, and the freezing surface accelerated this process.
Soon the atmosphere was too thin to breathe, and as the 12th Planet hominoids are used to a perpetual summer they
were not all that reluctant to leave a freezing planet. Earth now looked more promising, especially as they had little
alternative. They devised ways of dealing with the carnivores, specifically buffering themselves with human slaves
trained in defense. Eventually, after being quarantined from Earth, they learned how to create and maintain their own
atmosphere in air tight chambers, and thus relocatable they have continued their mining operations within the Solar
System, on this spot or that, and are here still.
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ZetaTalk: Great Pyramids
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Humans ponder the pyramids of Egypt and some similar structures in South and Central America, and wonder how
early man could rise or move such large stones? Of course, they could not. Even today the mechanics would be
imposing to the point of being impossible. The answer is, of course, that early man did not build these structures. For
majesty, early man went to massive structures such as mountain tops or cliffs or deep ravines. Their gods of force were
the wind, as in tornadoes and hurricanes, and earthquakes, who on occasion moved great boulders and rearranged the
landscape. So how would visitors act if they wanted to impress these impressionable savages? Move great boulders.
The many pyramids they constructed around the world were more than viewing stations, though they afforded a stable
point for star gazing, but were more like erecting a flag is to the countries of Earth. A statement. Here I am. Here I
have settled. Here I cannot be moved or removed.
This was not an effort for these hominoids, during this time, as they had entered into bargains with Service-to-Self
aliens who had levitation abilities, and they moved the stones for them. The rocks used to build the pyramids were
transported, and when levitation is used distance is not a factor. They were taken from a mine, in block, and move
around the world. The issue was more the quality of the rock, and ease of extraction, than proximity. The aliens who
helped erect the pyramids are still influencing the giant homonoids today, which is why their culture is not ready for a
Transformation as Earth is, but will be delayed. They have had heavy Service-to-Self influences, and are still
recovering, the majority of their reincarnating souls still learning the drawbacks of this existence. They paid a price for
these services, and are still working their way out of that. Many of their number developed strong Service-to- Self
orientations during this time, and have influenced their culture severely and in a long term manner. For what these
Service-to-Self aliens looked like, myths and legends suffice, as do the books from India, the Vedas. A wide range of
appearances, and behaviors.
However, the Great Pyramids were built essentially as Navigational Devices. We are speaking here of the inhabitants
of the 12th Planet, who in the past visited Earth to the point of taking up limited residence here. Where they are no
longer free to visit in this manner, being in quarantine in this regard, in the past they were allowed to do so. Why was
it necessary to build such large structures as interstellar navigational guides? Because, in the locale, any astronomical
device would be subject to shifting sands. The Great Pyramids, by their great size and weight, ensure stability. All this
just to sight an incoming comet, which makes its appearance on a regular basis and can be seen weeks if not months
beforehand? The Great Pyramids were not used solely for sighting an incoming object, as their primary purpose was to
act as a guidance system for the launches the exiled 12th Planet residents would make to meet their home planet. This
required precision, as their rockets were no more sophisticated than those used to boost man into space today, and once
in space they simply coasted until drawn into the gravitational orbit of the water planet they owed their allegiance to.
They did not last on Earth from one appearance of the 12th Planet to another. Several generations would pass, the
knowledge of how to read the stars and what the 12th Planet kingship expected of them passed from parent to child.
Conscientious parents, aging and sure to die before their progeny could return to the home planet where they had
royalty status, built a navigational system that was rock solid and sure - the Giant Pyramids. Could the pyramids act as
guides for the forthcoming reappearance of the giant comet, the 12th Planet? Many pole shifts have occurred since
they were built, each time the crust of the Earth sliding into new positions. One would have to calibrate anew the
points, which would in any case not now converge to the point where the giant comet reenters your Solar System.
Legend has it that the Giant Pyramids originally pointed near the Orion Star System, and those legends have carried
true to their origin. Where this is the original point convergence, the spot where the giant comet first looms into view,
the Giant Pyramids no longer act as a guide in this matter.
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ZetaTalk: Secret Chamber
Note: written Nov 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

All types of rumors abound about the Great Pyramids, some true, some false. It is known that a hidden chamber exists,
accessible only via a tunnel so narrow that it might be traveled by a rat, yet so straight and long that it could only have
been used for sighting. The chamber lies empty now, a center platform formed like a shallow basin without whatever
object was intended. What went on there, and how did the object disappear through the long narrow tunnel?
Hypothesis are that there is a back door to this room, as yet unfound, whereby an occupant or object could escape.
This hypothesis has the room acting as a tomb or worst case scenario of an isolation chamber, or if not for a human or
alien occupant, holding a massive crystal. None of these are true, as the room has no other entry and was never
intended to hold a solid object. The occupant was a liquid, pooled in the shallow basin and reflecting light outward
only when light shown down the long tunnel at that particular angle - the light from the approaching 12th Planet.
Various other sighting tunnels, as yet undiscovered, caught the reflected light. The liquid, of course, evaporated over
time, leaving only the puzzle behind.
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ZetaTalk: Sphinx
Note: written by Jul 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

The Sphinx is an example of a fancy burial chamber, a mausoleum of sorts, built by visitors from the 12th Planet who
were into the sport of lion hunting. The grave was intended for a large and powerful male who stood tall in the circle
of hunters, and all felt having his grave guarded by one of his conquests a suitable statement on his abilities and might.
As is often the case in the affairs of man, these plans went awry, as he was slaughtered by a rival and went unburied
altogether, his body rotting under the sun, eaten by lions, no doubt.
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ZetaTalk: Chinese Pyramids
Note: written Oct 15, 1996. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Pyramids discovered around the world buried under drifting sand or vegetative overgrowth have a similarity in
appearance, and this is not by accident. They were made by the same group, and for similar purposes. The giant
hominoids from the 12th Planet, who have inserted themselves into the legends of many peoples, wandered the Earth,
and left their handiwork even in areas where no lore of their presence remains. These hominoids are recorded in
mythology in Europe, as Greek Gods or the Visigoths, in Africa in the memory of the Dogon tribe, and in Central and
South America in the Incan and Mayan cities. However, they also visited Australia and the Orient, though the only
trace of this is in the artifacts left behind.
Pyramids, as we have stated, were astronomical devices, allowing the giant hominoids to determine when their planet,
the 12th Planet, was approaching, and to angle and point their shuttles. Since the 12th Planet visits your Solar System
only once every 3,600 years, on average, those who built the pyramids were doing so for their offspring, as we have
mentioned, and wanted them to be durable, a written record that could not be lost. The pyramid shape survives
earthquakes and windstorms, and thus was the shape of choice. After the passage, when pole shifts rearranged the
landscape, the pyramids would lose their worth as astronomical devices, but their durability kept them from
disappearing from the landscape. Thus, they are on occasion discovered, and become yet another piece of the puzzle
that mankind is grappling to solve.
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ZetaTalk: Australian Artifacts
Note: written Oct 15, 1996. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Australia has had many histories that are recorded on her face and waiting to be discovered. As an isolated continent,
much of her history has frequently been lost to human record - verbal or written. And when newcomers arrive due to a
land bridge being established, they are none the wiser. Australia was one of the continents the giant hominoids from
the 12th Planet mined, and wandering parties from as far away as Africa arrived on her shores. Not infrequently, being
situated on a land mass that had temporary bridges to the orient, there have been humans from the orient who settled
but could not return. When these small groups did not survive, they left no written or oral history, but on occasion their
handiwork or traces of their existence turn up. Little of Australia's history has been discovered, and there are many
more secrets awaiting those who would explore her past.
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ZetaTalk: Went Native
Note: written Mar 15, 1997. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Much of the confusion in separating the history of man from the history of the visiting hominoids from the 12th Planet
lies in cross-culture adoption. The garb of Roman soldiers, with strips of leather forming a short skirt, fluid during
activity yet modest in repose, did not evolve from human cultures but was adopted by humans in ancient times from
the garb of 12th Planet soldiers sent to guard human slaves. Likewise, the giant hominoids visiting from the 12th
Planet learned to adopt human practices where this proved most effective. While coming from a world that had
mastered space shuttles and technologies such as nuclear bombs and lasers, they were nonetheless at an outpost for an
extended period of time, thousands of years, and did not have unlimited stores. They used these sparingly, hoarding
resources that they required for liftoff and directing their shuttles or to win desperate battles.
Like a geology team sent into the wild, they were without the capacity to manufacture replacements for what they
consumed. This technology breach widened as the years between the 12th Planet’s return passed, as one generation
would die without passing all they had learned on their home planet along to the next generation. Thus the normal dayto-day operation of the mines, which involved skewering and slashing rebellious slaves and repelling large carnivores,
were conducted with primitive weapons such as swords and spears. Likewise, when tired of amusing themselves with
female slaves or athletic prowess, the soldiers among them went hunting with the same tools their human slaves might
use - a javelin or bow and arrow.
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ZetaTalk: Mayan and Incan
Note: written Aug 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

High in the mountains of South America stand traces of ancient civilizations with similarities to the ancient Egyptian
civilization. Structures built with large blocks of stone closely trimmed and fitted in much the same manner as the
Great Pyramids. Space ports on high mountain plateaus, which can be seen clearly from space but scarcely discerned
while on the ground. In the steamy jungles further north lie the outlines of cities, abandoned for no known reason. The
land is fertile, the water supply ample, yet they lie unattended and uninhabited. Legend has it that human sacrifices
were performed atop pyramid like platforms, hearts ripped from the chests of the living, yet no trace of these practices
exist among the local peoples. Who built these, and where did they go?
All these traces of an ancient civilization are just more remnants left by the 3rd Density hominoid visitors from the
12th Planet, who left the Earth because they were put into quarantine by the Council of Worlds due to the havoc they
were causing on Earth. Human sacrifices, never an indigenous practice, were also abandoned, as this grim method of
punishment was only used by the dominant visitors to keep their restive human slaves in line. After their exit the
startled humans left behind wandered off or toyed with playing politics by becoming, for a day, the new rulers. Where
one does not have the technology to make a city function, the paved streets and stone structures become a burden. So
much farther to walk to the fields to be tilled or the game to be killed. Why walk all those weary steps? Soon the cities
were deserted by all but monkeys, lizards, and the vines that creep over everything in the jungles.
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ZetaTalk: Dogon Tribe
Note: written Aug 15, 1995. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Much has been written about the Dogon tribe and their knowledge of the stars. Such a simple people, kept out of the
industrial age even today. How did they come by this information? It has been surmised that they were visited by
aliens from Sirius, from the constellation of the Dog, due to their descriptions of their visitors, but this is fancy. Their
visitors hailed not from Sirius, but from the 12th Planet, who even then had advanced knowledge of the stars as they
plotted their travels by them so as to know their place out in space just as ancient mariners held to the stars to know
what place they occupied on the vast oceans. The dog heads worn as masks by these visitors were a common ploy,
occasionally switched for the heads of birds or snakes. While under the influence of those in the Service-to-Self
orientation, they found these masks aided them in terrifying the diminutive humans they encountered, as their
expressions could not be read.
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ZetaTalk: Roller Coaster Ride
Note: written Apr 15, 1997. Planet X and the 12th Planet are one and the same.

Since the passage of the 12th Planet is so devastating to the Earth, what must the ride be like for the giant hominoids
who live on the surface of the 12th Planet? Surprisingly gentle, for the following reasons:
The 12th Planet is in the main a water planet, with the land masses that do exist sticking well out of the waters
calm surface. The rifts or friction points between plates thus lie well below the surface of the water. Just as
mankind is barely aware of earthquakes that happen deep under the sea, just so the hominoids on the 12th Planet
do not experience earthquakes.
In a magnetic clash, the lesser of the two bodies adjusts to the larger. All the adjustments of a pole shift occur,
thus, on Earth. The 12th Planet experiences no pole shift whatsoever.
The passage through the Solar System is quick, occurring in a few short months [Note: see 2003 date explanation], so
the combined warming from the Sun as well as the interior of the 12th Planet scarcely has a chance to begin
before it ends. What warming that does occur simply results in more active winds.
Any tearing away of the atmosphere on the 12th Planet is no more severe during its passage than at other times.
Where some loss is always occurring from a planet's surface, the rate of loss is dictated by the mass of the
planet, not by motion through space. In empty space, there is nothing to tear at an atmosphere.
During the passage, the hominoids are using history as a guide, as those who last experienced the passage are long
dead. This history is recorded as astronomical terms, so sighting the Solar System and confirming the orbits of the
planets is reassuring to those who might be nervous about the coming passage. In fact, the passage is viewed not unlike
a holiday, where great dramas are played out before the eyes of the rapt audience. They pass by a Sun, as close as the
planets bound to the Sun, a new and unique experience for those on a traveling world. When passing the Earth, they
can visually see the pole shift as it occurs, a phenomena which draws rapt crowds just as an eclipse of the Sun by the
Moon does on Earth. Lightning storms occur in their upper atmosphere during the passage, fireworks rarely seen on
their calm world.
Thus, the passage is more a holiday than a dreaded situation. However, those with empathy for the human population
of Earth grieve, but there is scarcely anything they can do about what is occurring on Earth. They can no more steer
their planet than mankind can.
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